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ii. 

summARY. 

mechanised S.O.I. systems in the U.K. are surveyed, 

together with some associated narrow subject current aware

ness services. Techniques and procedures used in S.D.I. 

systems are discussed in detail. The place or S.D.I. in an 

individual's inrormation system and also in the national 

inrormation network or this country, is considered. 
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ABBR EV I ATI ONS 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is a report on the present state of 

selective dissemination of informatio~n the field of 

science and technology, in this country. 

H.P.Luhn (64) who first coined the phrase 'selective 

dissemination of information', described it as "that service 

within an organisation which concerns itself with a 

channelling of nern items of information , from whatever 

source to those points withln the organisation where the 

prcbebility of usefulness , 1n connection with current 

work or interests , is high." 

s.o.r. is taken in this dissertation to be- a personal

ised current awar~ness service whereby 'profiles' of user's 

interests are matched against incoming documents and users 

are notified of documents which are likely to be of interest 

tdrhem. This ~etching can be done manually or by computer, 

but S.D.I. is usually taken to mean mechanised matching. 

Here both forms of S.D.I. will be considered to some extent. 

However, this dissertation is mainly concerned with mechanised 

services, particularly 'custom'S.D.I. 'In house' S.O.I. 

systems run by organisations for thei~ own staff and 

'quasi'S.D.I. services where users choose to receive output 

from standard profiles or subject categories, are also 

considered. 

The basic ingredients of mechanised S.D.I. systems are 

diseussed in detail in Chapter 3.in an attempt to deduce 

the best proceedures for an S.D.I. system in different 

circumstances. 
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most organisations, nhora the value of information 

of one sort or another is appreciated, have developed 

thoir own types of information systoma. This is often 

ouito an unconciou~ act bstwoen personnel ~nrkinq together 
~ 

It ~ay ba simplv a libraian or information officer 
~ 

n 
chanelling information by means of a bulletin or by 

~ 

individual notifications. Th1s latter mothod is often 

practised in science and tachnoloqy and apparently works 

wall. Out the time comes when one information officer 

cannot scan all the incoming literature and the number 

of usars one worker can sorve is li~ited. In many 

organisations the point has been reached ~hen somo new 

method of infor~ation disss~ination is required. The 
~ 

qostion is whether 5.0.1. is the answer. 
~ 

An atte~pt wss ~sde to discover what form of informat1on 

dissemination was practised amongst research workers in 

differsnt environ~ents. In Chapter 4 tha information 

dissemination methods available to different types of 

rosearch worker ora disscussed and conclusions are reached 

as to the oast type of infor~stion dissemination systems 

for res~arch workers in differsnt environments and the 

place within these of S.D.I. in its various forms. The 

relative importance of different types of S.D.I. service 

to research workers in different environments together 

with the most suitable role for custom S.D.I. 

This dissertation constitutes a survey,of S.D.I. systems 

in this country, an analysis of 5.0.1. systems in general 

and a discussion of their importance to individual users 

and in the information network of this country. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

SURVEY OF' U._!(. S.D.I. SYSTEMS 

Page 

2-1 Custom S.D.I. systems 

A.S.C.A, 

E,S.R,O,jE,L,O,Q, S,O,S, 

I.N.S,P,£,C, S,O.I, Investigation. 

MEDLARS S.D.I. Experiment. 

s. 
9. 

12. 

16 

Plasma Physics Current A~areness Service. 20. 

U.K.C.I.S. 

2~~ 'In house' S.D.I. systems, 

Guest Keen and Nettlefolds. 

IBM. 

Shell Research Ltd. Woodstock, Kent. 

Standard Telecommunications Laboratories 

U,K,A.E.A. A.£.R,E, Harwall. 

U.K.A.£,A. A.W,R,£, Aldermaston. 

Unilever Research Laboratories. 

2-3 'Quasi' S.D.I. systems. 

Derwent Publicat1ons. 

£,S.R,O./E.L.D,O, Standard Profiles and 

Data Uank. 

INDATA, 

25. 

30. 

33 

36 

47. 

so. 

52. 

52. 

53. 

Iron and Steel Industry 

Patent Office. 

Profiles(~.s.I.P.)ss. 

ss. 

Scientific Documentation Centre (s.o.c.) 56. 

U.E:.&..I.S. SCAN, ss. 
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In this chapter existing and past mechanised S.D.I. 

systems operating in this country are surveyed together 

wibb a few closely related current awareness services 

which arc considered to be 'quasi' S.D.I. services. The 

systems are described by breaking them down into their 

component parts rather as 61vona and Goldulum (12) did in 

their survey of u.s.A. s.o.I. systems, that is as follows:~ 

1. Backround ofeystems. 

2. Coverage of systoas. 

Subject coverags. 

foreign coverage. 

3. Input for syston. 

Input mebhod. 

Input information. 

Input volume. 

4. Profile cJnstruction and match strateg). 

~athods ~f prof~ls construction and modif· ~·--, 
!cation. 

Profile form and match criterion. 

5. Output from system. 

Outcut frequency and uptodatenesa. 

Output form. 

Output information. 

Other outputs from syste~ for users. 

6. Users of system, 

7. Statistics end evaluations of systens, 

B,C Costing of syst~~s. 

9, Computing or system • 
Computing time,Hard and Software 

ware 
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A.S.C.A. - AutoMatic Science Citation Alert. 

Institute ofScientbfic Information. 

U.K. agent - A.E. Cawkell, 

1. Background. 

132, High Street, 

Uxbridge, 

The A.S,C.A. service is a wall established commercial 

service run by I,S,I, The A.S.C.A. service 1s based on the 

magnetic tapes used to produce Science Citation Index. In 

1965 A.S.C.A. I was launched. This service could only pick 

out references which cited named papers. The A.S.C.A. II 

service which followed could search on source authors, 

source organ1sations and patent class1f1cations and assignees, 

A.S,C.A. Ill was introduced at the end of 1966 when the 

Permuterm Subject 1ndex Facil1ty was introduced to s.c.r. 
and this enables searches on words Ln tLtle .as well. With 

increased coverage and source organisation def1n1tion down 

to departmental level A.S.C.A. IV is the service of 1969. 

2. Coverage. 

Subject coverage:- The service aims to be multidisciplinary, 

covering natural sciences, physical sciences, medecine and 

technology.Its scope steadily extends to new subjects. 

form coverage:- 2,200 journals are completely covered 

(including editorials, letters, corrections and citations etc.). 

Citations in articles bring in book, report, patent, and 

conference material. 

foreign language material is translated into American, 

cover to cover translations are used where possible. 
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3. Input. 

method:- Search on tapes already prepared in the 

production of s.c.r. 

Information:- Authors(up to 10), titlos(in English), 

journ~l titles(S.C.I.abbrcvieticn), vol.nos.,iss.no., 

starting page no.,year,code for type of term,orgonisation, 

no. of cite~efs and details of these, journal accession no. 

Volu~a:- 390,000 source items per.year (Auq.1968). 

4 .Pr.:f1lr Cl'll..!:~~t:~-n~~ .. 1J n.~tcn ~"t.r(.Jt'"!-:,l 

P::-ofll,·' ~ Jr''1 cor1stru:ot~. ·•. ''I u· ~r.., ,., , tJn· llr' J f r~ ~ ~ - U _;:o \; .,.~ ._I ._ t• }) ~ ,j Jll ~:J 

lt ':' f 1 l B ~. fH'I j u '? :·L. ~if:. ~ j J _ T ... :Jl.ftcetlOil lS 

CllP~ rnfcrcnces, clted Buth rs(flrst authvr Jnly), suurce 

Jea'cly. Eightesn days m~nimum elansa between the 

publication uf the pr1mery JOUrnal 3nd 5.0.1. nut1flcet1on 

Frcm 1t. Output is on c~nt1nuous sheet or fur several users 

in the s3me orQanisatlon it can he on muqnetlc tape ln user 

blacKs. ''rintaut gives oeta1ls of u'\"Jlch seercn terms CduGud 

the hit. Details 1nclude authar,tl~le, Journal reference 

w1th yecr and number of c1tat1ons. 

Users are period1celly prov1ded ~lth cumulated st~tlstlcdl 

tabulations of the1r wee~lr ~.s.~.A. reaorts. 
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Approxlmatelt 50 users 1n the U.K. Tnese include the 

S.l.C. 1n Intestinal Aosorot1on at Sheff1ald Unlvarsity, 

~ationdl Pnyslc3l Laooratory(24 prof1les) and several 

industr~~1 organ~aations (not only those w1th cne~ica1 

intaresta.). 

B. Costlilll• 

C~st~n1 1s Jn tno bdsls of expactert ~utput ~uantlty 

Those arn Dasad 0n tna seorcn term types chosen, terms 

taken 1n co~b1nation dre cheaoer. 

Term type Cost p,a.for 
term :& 

woros 6.00 

cited rat'. 2.00 

cited auth<Jr 6.00 

source author 4.00 

organ1sation source 10.00 

source journal 6.00 

single co~oination 
term % 
4.00 

4.0i) 

riigh frequency words and source Journal terms which are 

l~koly to produce more than the average nu~bor of raforencos 

ora pr1ced indivldually abuve the normal erica for that ter~ 

type. 

Comments. 

A.S.C.A.'s multid1scipl1nary approach hau made it 

attractive tousers whose ~nterests were not catered for by 

C.S.H.U. It is to be hoped that suun S.D.I. services will 

be ava1lable in the u.~. ~n a w1da vurLety of subjects. 

A.S.C,A.'s coverage is best 1n cnem1stry and biology. The 

citation fac~lity of A.S.C.A. w~l! always make lt important 

for 1nterdiscipl~nary subjects and other diff1cult subjects. 

However, A,S,C.A. is rather expensive,L.S.£.profiles cost~383 
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r<efcrences. 

CAWKLLL A.L• Pr1vets communications. 

CA~KELL A.E. Search stratsgiss us1ng the Sci~nce 

Citat1on Index. ~ Computer dased Informetion Hetrieval 

Syslems. ad. G.Hougton 1968 Cliva tiingley. 

G;.,l,· ICL.1 i:., SHUl I .H. ,,5.C.A.- .:\ new personalised 

current awarJenass servico for scientists. l!l The Arnericdn 

Beneviora1 Scientist. 19b7 X (5) 29-32. 

G~~rfEL0 c., SHCR l.H. l.S.I.'s axoariance •ith 

A.S.t:.A. - a selective di<Jseminati.m system • .!.!!. J. Cnem.Doc. 

1967 7 (3) 147- 153. 
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E.S.R.O./E.L.D.O. Space Documentation Service. 

114, Avenue de Neuilly, 

92 - Neuilly, 

francs. 

1. Background. 

Although this service can hardly be called a U.K. service, 

it is the European service in this field and so requires 

mention as there are several U.K. users of the service. The 

Space Documentation Service (S.D.S.) was sat up by the 

European Space Research Organisation (E.S.R.O.) and the 

European Launcher Development Organisation (E.L.D.O.) in 

collaboration with EUROSPACE, as part of an overall scientific 

and technical information programme to make available the 

results of space research. The basis of the system is an 

exchange agreement between N.A.S.A. and E.S.R.O./E.L.D.O. 

which has been operational since 1962. 

S.D.S. services include, bibliographic search facilities~ 

a reproduction service for document supply to authorised 

users, a standard profile service and databank{these last 

two services are descibad in section 3 of this chapter) and 

an S.D.I. service described below. 

2. Coverage. 

Space sciences. 

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (S.T.A.R.) 

published by N.A.S.A. which includes:-

Scientific and technical reports by N.A.S.A. and its 

contrac~ors. 

Scientific and technical reports of government agencies, 

universities and research organisations throughout the world, 

Scientific and technical articles prepared by N.A.S.A. 
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employees that are published in learned and technical 

journals. 

International Aerospace Abstracts (I.A.A.) published 

by the American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics 

in collaboration with N.A.S.A. This includes the contents 

of new scientific books and approximately 1,400 periodicals. 

3. Input. 

magnetic tapes of S.T.A.R. and I.A.A. provide the input. 

These contain indicative abstracts and details of 

subjects, authors, originating body and source references. 

all items are indexed by 10-20 keywords from the N.A.S.A. 

thesaurus. 

Input amounts to 6,000 to 7,000 items monthly. 

4. Profile construction end match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by analysts et the headquatres 

in francs. This done from users statements which should 

contain:- natural language desciptions of interests, 

terminology explanations and synonyms, concepts not wanted, 

concepts of particular interest,(these should be in N.A.S.A. 

thesaurus allowed terms), S.T.A.R. subject category, N.A.S.A. 

thesaurus subject category, and a l~st of document references 

directly relevant. 

There is a facility for users to see their profiles before 

they are run. Any modification of profiles will be at the 

users instigation as no user feedback is used. R£CON the 

new remota console means that profile modification can be 

immediate. 

Prof~les are in the form of N.A.S.A. thesaurus terms 

linked by Boolean logic or group weighting. matching is done 

on the E.S.R.O. computer Darmstedt, Germany. 
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5. Output, 

monthly,is about three to four months aCter the appearance 

of the item in its original publica~ion, though this varies 

considerably. 

Information output includes:- S.T.A.R./I.A.A. document no., 

N.A.S.A. subject category no., author, title, corporate source, 

date of publication, pagination, if any references are cited, 

language, source reference,keyword~bllocated with those 

appearing in hardcopy indexes marked, and an indicationff 

whether the item is available from 5.0.5. on micro fiche. 

8. Costing. 

Approximately £33 per profile. 

Comments. 

Here is a fairly cheap service in the applied sciences 

which covers a wide range of subjects. It would probably 

provide an attractive service to many users in this country 

if they knew of it. 

References, 

RAITT D.I. Private communication. 
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INSe6~~(lgfgrmation Service in Physics,Electrotechnology and 

Control) S.D.I. Investigation, 

Ins~itute of Electrical Engineers, 

26, Park Place, 

Stevenage. 

Manager - P.Clague. 

1, Background 

The INSPEC S.D.I, service is a purely experimental 

service which is pert of the larger INSPEC project, concerning 

the computerised production of Science Abstracts and the 

three Current Papers publications. This S,O.I. investigation 

is a continuation of the National Electronics Research Council 

project started in 1965. This project is also supported by 

an O.S.T.I. grant. The aim of the projec~ is to best the 

feasibility of S.D.I. by determining the value, economics, 

efficiency and acceptability of an s.o.I. system. 

Draft profiles were devised and run experimentallylfor 

six months. from November 1968 users have been receiving a 

regular service which is expected to run for a year, This is 

to be continued on a cost recovery basis in 1970, meanwhile 

the full INSPEC data base tapes will be available from 

January 1970 a~d progra~ are being devised, with advice 

from U.K.C.I.S., for an S.D.I. service based on these full 

tapes. 

2. Coverage. 

s~bject:- Electronics research. 

forms:- 300 journals from Science Abstracts coverage are 

covered selectively. These include English language articles 

only though these may come from cover to cover translations 

foreign journals with English language articles. 
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3. Input. 

method:-Oetails are keypunched. ~ventually the full 

INSP~C tapes will probably form the data base. 

Information:- Article no.,brosd subject groups code, 

authors, titles, journal refarence(jnl. title abbreviation, 

vol.no., !ss. no., inclusive pages, date of issue),and 

descriptore(everaga 12,1ncluding author name end journal coden). 

Only the descriptor block is saarchable. 

Volume:- Input is expected to be 240 items par week. 

4. Profile construction and match strategy. 

Profile construction is being experimented with. The basic 

method being used is for users to describe their intecests 

in a narrative form, explaining terminology end supplying 

six very relevant references. from these details profiles 

were• drafted. 

~rofiles are modified using user feedback. Users rata 

each ceference they receive wibb:- 1 - highly relevant. 

2 - of some relevance. 

X - not relevant. 

Profiles consist of descriptors linked by Boolean logic. 

These descriptors can be authors names or journal cedens 

though the majority are thesaurus terms. The thesaurus is 

based largely on that compiled in connection with the work 

to revise the indexes for ~lactrical end ~lectronics Abstracts 

and is similar to the ~ngineering Joint Council Thesaurus. 

5. Output. 

This is also being experimented with. Users receive 

either cards bearing author, title, journal reference and 

alist of descriptaos of individual documents or continuous 

computer printout with slightly less detail. The possibility 
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of supplying abstracts will also be experimented with. It 

is hoped that only seven or, eight days will elapse between 

articles entering the system and notifications being dispatched. 

6. Users. 

540 statistically chosen electronics research workers 

in the U.K. and·60 others who are pert of group profiles. 

These research workers are in a variety of enviromments. 

7. Statistics. 

Statistics are to be collected on:-

Relevance ea measured by user ratings of each article. 

Recall by marking up of the total systems output by users. 

The effect on these averages of different methods of 

profile construction. 

the effect on acceptibility to users of different output 

formate and other variables. 

The effect on users of the service is to be measured by 

questionnaire end by observation by users librarians, diary 

techniques and some interviewing. 

9. Computing. 

Prograffi~-- were devised by English Electric for the 

KDf 9 computer and are run by the Document Processing Centre 

of o.s.T.I. on National Computer Centre computers in Manchester 

Comments. 

for s.o.I. to be of much use as with any other information 

service it must be designed to suit the user. It is to be 

hoped thet this experiment will reveal the true valua of 

an s.o.I. service.snd that INSPEC will find it worth while 

continuing the service. on the full INSPEC tepa data base. 

This latter is not likely to happen till 1971. 
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Users of this experimental service seemed to have little 

idea how the system worked. Their initial statements of 

interests were obtained from them before they had any 

understanding of what the system could provide for them, 

thus these would tend not to produce good profiles. The 

profile modification method did not appear to work very well 

either. Non of the users intervied seemed to be getting a 

setisfec~ory service (see Appendix 11 ). With better user 

education and a broader data base e more satisfactory service 

could have been supplied to the users interviewed. It will 

be interesting to see if users will be prepared to pay for 

this service. 

References. 

AITCHISON T.m. et.al. Developments towards a computer based 

information service in Physics, Electrotechnology end Control. 

ln Information Storage end Retrieval. 1968 ~ (2) 177~86. 

AITCHISON T.m. Investigating S.D.I. ln Aslib Proc. 1965 

J1 (12) 343-350. 

8LEE m. INSPEC project. ln Data Systems April 1968 38-40. 

CLAGUE P. Private communication. 

CLAGUE P. The S.D.I. investigation in Electronics in 

Computer Based Information Retrieval Systems. ad. B.Hougton 

1968 Cliva Bingley. 

EAST H. Design of a computer aided information service for 

Physicists with minimum concessions to the machinery. 1n 

Inr. Sci. 1967 1 (3) 107-119. 

MARTIN m.o.,SMITH J.R. INSPEC - a new concept in information 

services. 1n Electronics and Power fab. 1969,1li 66-69. 

MOUNTBATTEN,EARL Controlling the information explosion 1n 

The Radio and Electronic Engineer 1966 31 (4) 195-208. 
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fflEDLARS (Medical Literature Analys~s and Retrieval System). 

U.~. agent - Dr. A J. Harley 

1. Bac~<ground. 

N.L.L., 

Boston Spa, 

Yorkshire. 

Since 1963 Index Madicus which is produced by the 

National Library uf Medicine in U.S.A.,has been computer 

printed. The magnetic tapes From this production, that is 

the input tapes minus the layout instructions, have been used 

For computer retrospective search~ng in lieu of lengthy 

scanning of Index ffledicus. Searches in this country have 

been dealt with by Dr. Harley at the N.L.L. with the aid 

of the Newcastle University KDf 9 computer. Proceedures 

having been well established For retrospective searching 

are now being adapted to provide an S.O.I. service which 

at present is in a vary experimental state. 

2. Coverage. 

Subject - That of Index medicus, a comprehensive cover 

over the field of med~cine. 

forms - Journals only are covered. Approximately 2,300 

are covered but soma only selectively. 

3. Input. 

Method·- Magnetic tapes from the publication of Index 

medicus. 

Information.- Titles, authors, journal title abbreviation 

(Index ffledicus abbreviation), vol. no., inclusive pagination, 

date of issue, language of article, list of subject headings 

(up to 30, the average no. is 10), a Form coda(biographyp.h:.) 

foriagn language titles folloiV' their translatE.d• version. 
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4. Profile construction end match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by users and search editors 

at N.L.L. 

Users provide feedback by rating each notification as:

important, relevant, don't know, or irrelevant. Users are also 

asked to list critical references, these are particularly 

important references which are notified, and impo~tant 

references missed by the system but found elsewhere. 

Profile questions are usually divided up into thrae 

subsaarches at different levels of spacificity. Terms taken 

from mESH (medical Subject Headings) are linked by doolean 

logic to form the user profiles, 

5. Output. 

Monthly, on average six months after the publ1cation of 

the item originally. 

The computer printout gives details .- euthods), 

title in A~erican and original language, JOUrnal eefarence 

end list of index terms assigned to the article with,.matched 

terms marked. 

6. Users. 

At present 80 profiles are being run ea part of the 

S.D.I. experiment. 25 profiles are being run as par~f the 

Liason Sientist Experiment. 

7. Statistics. 

Statistics on theS.D.I. experiment are expected to be 

available et the beginning of 1970. 

g, Co;nputinrJ. 

Approximately 2J hours computing time is required for 

20 - 30 questions for rstnospective searching. 

A KDr 9 co~puter is used for processin~. 
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Ccrnments. 

Being based on a thesaurus mEDLARS has nuite a few 

disadvantages. Index medicus use is made easier by its 

thesaurus base and simple searches may not warrant the use 

of MEDLARS • It has been Found that 30% of retrospective 

searches on Index Medicus ~ould produce all references 

Found in the MEDLARS search. Athesaurus restricts the 

subjec~ Fields For which the service can be used. Ther are 

many fields peripheral to medicine where MEOLARS might be 

thought to be of use. Out with limiting the~aurus language 

designed For other users it is near impossible to express 

interests precisely. The rnEOLARS evaluation report (59) 

showed that the performance of the system was worst For 

topics in the Behavioral sciences and Drug/Biology Fields. 

Difficulties were expressed by workers in theue Fields who 

wore interviewed in the user survey in Appendix Il. 

Medlars can hardly be culled a current awareness service 

being on average six months out of date and a minimum of 

three months late. One Pharmacologiat Found the service 

useful as a check on his other current awareness methods. 
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Plas~a Physics Current Awareness Service. 

U.K.A.~.A. Culham Laboratory, 

Culham, 

Berkshire. 

1. Bnckground. 

Information officer 
A.G. Cheney. 

In 1964 after three years of operating a manual current 

awareness sarvice to internal users, shear bulk began to 

make the service impossible. With the availability of an 

English Electric KOF 9 co~puter experl~cnts 1n a cocputerlsoa 

current dw~ronoss sarv1ce ~egan. The service operates at tw0 

levels, rrov1d1ng a liurary oullatin and an S.D.I. service 

for 1ndl.J1duals fr.r,l tue sane 1nput. The syste;:J uacanw 

operatJonal 1n April 1966. In 1967 O.S.T.I. offered~ grant 

for two years fJr the serv1ce to be extended to externdl 

users experimentally. Now the O.S.T.I. grant 10 on the 

point of running out, the S.D.I. sorvica to extsrnal users 

is tn ne continued on a cost recovery basis, pro~auly frJ 1 

Easter 1970. The l1brary bullatln prev1ously widely dlstributed 

Qratis ls to become a co~~erc1al publication. The service 

is mainly run by three people with the duties. dividad up 

into, Scanning for input, output scann1ng and user service, 

and general coordination and 1nternal user liason. 

2. Coverage. 

Subject - Plasma Physics and related subjects including 

soma lasers. 

forms - ite~s for input are selected from the library 

acquisitions of over 600 journal titles, 1,300 reports, 

700 books, and 250 pamphlets per annum. 
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3. Inout. 
lt 

method:- Details are keypuched on a paper tepa typewriter. 
" 

lnfor~ation:- For journals, journal c~da no., vol. no., 

iao. no., date, title, authors, starting page and code 

indicating whether for S.D.I. or just the bulletin. For 

reports, report no. organisation of origin, title, author, 

date, ~agination, classific~tion coding and dascriptors 

taken from the major word glossary. 

Volume:- ~t tho beglnninJ of 1958 a~proxiwately 75 

journ~l articles dnd 35 reports wore in~ut •eekly, with 

roughly two thirds of the input being used for 3.D.I. 

4. orofil9 construction and match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by the information staff, In 

the case of external usors this is based on user stats~ents 

which include detoils of:- subjects of intere>Jt, autllol·s of 

importance, as~ects of the subject not of intnrast, three 

relevant recent articles or roportD, any items authored by 

the user recently and details of ether current awareness 

services received. 

Profiles are modified in the light of the relevance of 

output. Printouts ere scanned by information staff who check 

for obvious irrelevancies end by user feedback. User relevance 

rating is on the basis of:-~relevant to subject interests. 

biOf interest but not dir~clly rel. 

c) irrelevant. 

oi)if relevant, whether item 111as 

known of previously. 
Profile construction is quite complicated end time consuming. 

Thus frequent profile modification 1s not actively encouraged 

as at present this necessitates the whole profile tape being 

reset, ~ith new hardware on-line modifications willbe possible 
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Input is arranged into set data blocks and Major words 

are sooaratod from titles by comparisorlwith the major word 
I I 

glossary, whichlsbuilt up from the major words in the profiles 
I 

Profiles define major end ancillary subject interest of users 

in the form of a matrix. The columns describe the u3ers 

different interests with the lest column reserved for authors 

names (surnames only and space for 10 per profile). the rows 

aro•used in sets of five, twenty five rows. The first fivo 

rows are filled with Major words and the other twenty with 

four sets of minor words. Within the groups words are arranged 

alphabetically for speedy se~rchin~. ~ords are truncated to 

sevorn characters, the eiqhth is a tag. for a match to occur 

at !oast one major word must be present linked with minor words 

in the specified mode. Three linking modes are evoileble 

specifying different degrees of linking •ith minor ~ords. 

A non aelect mode is also available and dingnoatic ~odes can 

also be chosen where ~ printout will bo produced ror infoxmation 

staff's perusal when only a partial rnotch occurs. 

Profiles are matched with items first by author,then by 

Major words and finally minor words. 

5. Output. 

Weekly. Internal users found around 6% of relevant 

references were already known to them end external users 

found around 7% warealready known. 

Computer printout, upper case only, in filing card size 

blocks. Details include, journal title, vol. no., iss. no., 

iss. date, title,author,and starting page. 
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6. u~ars. 

The estimated possible noMber of internal users is 

around 300 of whom approximately 90 wer~aceiving S.O.I. 

at the end of 1967. Plasma Physicists outside CuJham from 

laboratories in America end Europe as wall as the U.K. are 

now rocniving Culhem S.D.I, notifications. At the oeginning 

of 1960,05 such people ware receiving notificotions,!Jalf of 

tbcse overseas. With the new hardware i~ oill be possible 

to have More users. 

7. Statistics. 

Relovonca measurements were made based on user ieedback. 

The relevance ratio average when a) and b) were used was 90% 

and when only a) was used it was 05~. These were with some 

noiso removed by information officers scann1ny or ouLput, 

though this was doclored to have o nAqliyuble effect. 

Recall maasuroMDnts wzre obtained from usorn riark1ng up 

the weekly bulletin os , itums relevant but not notlfle~ eod 

itens irrelevant but notified. These msaaurements ~ere made on 

a sanpla basis for the tDelvo months ffioy 1966 to April 1967. 

The resutte obtained were:-

Journal articles 

Report titles 

8. Cceting. 

Recall ratio % 
76 

56 

Precision ratio/. 

92 

82 

A comparative costing has been carried out between manual 

and conputer systems for journal input only for bulletin and 

S.D.I. The results show that the computer system is marginally 

more expensive, £2,550 to £2,290 though the service provided 

is superior. mere users can be given a service in greater 

depth with greater uniformity of standard. 
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9. Cumpo.~ting. 

ProcessJ.ng time on the original hardware amount.ecr{o 

35 mlnute3 par week. 

Originally an English Electric KDF 9 computer was used 

with a core ~tore of 32K and a disc fila of 4 million words. 

Programmes were written in user code by a memoer of the 

computing staff who left shortly afterwards hence changes 

have not ~aen under taken. 

A 4/u computer is being installed at present and new 

programmes are being written. An J.mprovament in the service 

possible is expected. 

Comments. 

In tilis specialised subject field some of the advantages 

of an 5.0.1. service are lost when the actual documents drB 

not readily available as is the case for many external users. 

A document supply service would seem to be desirable here. 

Because of this difficulty in document supply and in VJ.ew 

of the high relevences possible card output would also seem 

desirable. The advantages of the S.D.I. service over the 

weekly bulletin is marginal for external users. 
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Unit~J Kingdom Che~ical Information Servic~.(U.K.C.I.S.) 

(forme~ly tn~ ChH~~cai 3oc~dty ~esaareh Unit in Information 

Uisaaw~n~tion and ~atri~val.) 

Uottingham Untversity. 

DirQct~r - Dr. A.~. Kent. 

1.Bac~ground. 

The Un1t was sat up jo1ntly by the Chemical ~oc1aty 

und &n August 1;66 an experimental s.o.r. serv~ce 

w•s atorted,for approximat~ly 250 users, based on Lhemical 

T~tlBs (C.T.) and Chemical-U1oiug1cal ~cliv1tias (C~AC), 

The Unlt ~lso couperated with the Amer1can Chemical Society 

(A.C.5.) ~n the experimental use of these. Later POST-J 

and PUST-P were added tu tt1e system. In 1967 o.s.T.l. 

sponsorco lhu 5ludEnts Chem1cei lnformatlon ProJect in 

ccnnect1on with the Un1ta(35)(B4). S1nca July l~t 1~bG 

Che~lcbl ~b&tracl& Condensates (C.A.C.) are n.w nstng used 

~~ en axpurlmental serv1ce. Tne Unit is alsJ boginn1ny t~ 

~xp~r1~unt with the use uf 81ol .gical Abstracts ~rEView 

tape&, fuuO Science and Technology Abstracts end the 

Index Che~lcus Registry Sy~te~ on taoo. More ~rJfiles are 

being run paio for by u.S.l.I. for the L1ss~n Scient1st 

Experincnt (L.5.~.) wh1ch started in 1959. U.K.C.r.s. is 

cooperatinJ wtth !nspec in produc1ng progra~~es for tne 

full Inspec tapes. U.~.C.I.S. 1s oloo to war~ on tne 

explo1t~tion of the C.~.s. file of 3,000 c~~p~unds reg1stered 

by the C.~.s. compound registry system. 

Custom s8arch s3rv1ces are Jffered ~n CnomLcJl T1tles (C.T.) 

Chemical-~1olog1cal Activities (CUAC), Polymer Science and 
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Tschnclngy for journals (PQST-J) and for patents (POST-~) 

A free exoerimcntal service is being affered on (C.A.C.) 

Sutjsct coverage-

C.T. - New work in pure end applied cl!em1stry and chenical 

engineering. 

CDAC - In-depth covara]e of topics on the interface bulmcen 

chemistry and !Jiology. The effect of exogonouo compounds 

on htol~gical eyste~o. The motobol1s~ of organic 

ca~pounds 1n b1olog1col systems. In vitro reactions 

betuaen conpuunda of biolog1c3l 1ntorest. 

POST- Chemi~try, chemical enylnoering end tcchnJlogy of 

polymers. 

I C.A.C.-Aqfor C.A. that is chemistry and related subj~cts. 

[Qrm coverage;-

C.T. - 700 journ~ls of whicn 200 only are cJverad completey. 

CBAC - 600 journals covered select1vely. 

PUST-P-Curren~ paten~ l1tera~ure 1n thu f1ald. 

PGST-J-~alected current journal art1cles and government reports 

in the fleld. 

C.A.C.-12,700 journals,books, and patents. 

3. Inout. 

Metnnd:- m~gnatic ~apes rece1ved froM C.A.S. 10 the U.S.A. 

ars transcr1oed from I.B.M, tapes to prov1de tapes suitable 

for KDf 9 input. 

InfnrmAt1on- (brckated 1nformat1on is non saarcheole.) 

C.T. - Title, authoas, JOUrnal coden, (vol. no., iss. no., 

inclus1ve pagLnation.) 

CBAC - Title, autnors, journal coden, (vnl. no., 1ss. no., 

inclus1ve pagination, year of punllc8tion, 1nsti~u~1on 

of or1gin eddress),digest, C.A.S. registry no., 
molecular 
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PQST-J - As for CBAC. 

POST-P Titla , pate~t ~~., assignees, country of origin, 

di~~~~i iHvnntors. 

C.A.C. - T~tla, ~JthJrs,journalcoden, vol.no.,iss.no.,inclusive 

oaglnation, lanJua~a of original publication, ~aywords 

(3vara)e of 4 ) , C.~.s. ragistr1 no., ~olecular 

for.~ula. 

Vnluna:-

C.T. - 12S,OOJ ita~s par year. 

C9AC - ~p~r.ox. 12,500 ite~s oar tear. 

POST-J - Approx. 25,000 items par tear. 

c.~.c. - ~por~x. 250,JJJ items oar year. 

4. Pr~'lla constru~tion and match strategy. 

Profiles dra constructed by users an supplied forms ~ith 

assistance from manuals and teachins ~rnvided ay the Unit. 

Profiles may oe modified as often ~s desired. mod1f~cation 

is at the instigation or, the user , is ~mm~diate and free. 

Users relevance assessments of output were nade during 

the experim8ntal stages. 

Profiles consist of ssarch tRrm3 linked hy wei~hting and 

5~olean logic. Search terffis can bR wurcts, word phrases, word 

fr~gments, author names, journ~l cod9ns, rRgi3try numbers or 

molecular formul~P. Item filPs aro matched against the profile 

file. 

5. ,!Jutoutr,_ 

Fortnightly. C.T. is only two or three wao~3 ~ost publication 

C.A.C. is at least four weeks post public~tion of the original 

CBAC i& at least tRn ~·aeks post publication. 

Output is on 6"X 4" cards different colour~ for different 

servicea(wit~facilitias for edge punchl~g). Output can als~bs 
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in tns form of continuous computer printout or on magnetic 

tape. 

Analyses of praf1lo search term pruductivit; is ovo1lable 

for userD. 

6. Users. 

Ther,~ra 170 paying users. As part of ~no Liason Sc1antist 

E:xperimant (bO), (6r) 50() praf1l<:s ora bo1ng run on C. T., 75 on 

CBAC , 20 on POST and a further 70 an C,T, as ~art of tno 

E:valuation Cxpor!mont(b1). 

7.5tatiat~cs. 

In the axper1mantal stages o lot of statistics wore 

colloctad (56). 

B. Cost1n~. 

TnH cost uf d cuatam profile is a minimu~ of £45 whlch 

allo,~o for one unlt of 50 search tar~o in the profile and 

one output unit of 15J 1ts~3par ;oar. Additional profilu 

saarc11 term ~nits can be ootained at £5 aacn ae con additional 

output units and multiple cap1es of output (up to ~) at ~5 

per uni~or out~ut par copy. 

9. Computinq. 

Computer time is around 1hr. 20mins far 100 profiles. 

The UnivereiLy or Nottingham computer, a KDf 9,is used only 

by U.K.C.I.S. all daf on Saturdays. 

Programmes were written oy tne Un~t and were oased on 

the or~Qinnl C.A.S. programmes wr~tten for r.a.m. machines. 

Comments. 

Comparison tests of C.T. and CBAC with A.S.C.A. services 

by Abuot(1) and 8arkla(B),(9) reuealed that tnase services 

miss references retrieved by A.S.C.A. and vice versa. Analysis 

of these misses revealed some deficiencies in the praceedures, 
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The limitations of a titles only search such as with C.T. 

could be overcome by adding keywords as is being done with 

C.A.C. However, keyword use brings in other problems as is 

being found with C.A.C. which has increased coverage and 

greater search depth then C.T. The snag that was revealed 

in CBAC searches and mig~t also be expected to be found in 

POST searches was that profile word combinations were 

occasionally matched with unrelatedwords from different 

sentences or paragraphs of the CBAC digests. This difficulty 

could be overcome by searching each sentence or paragraph of 

the digest ea a separate unit. U.K.C.I.S. have solved this 

problem now. 

The selective coverage by C.T. andCBAC means that users 

in peripheral fields cannot easily supplement the service 

by just scanning a few added journals. 
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Guest Keen and Nettlefolds. 

G.K.N. Group Technological Centre, 

Birmingham Ne~ Road,, 

Wolverhampton. 

Information offiaer - miss. m.E. Fisher. 

1. Background. 

' The S.O.I.project ~as started in April 1958 ~ith the 

construction of a thesaurus and basic design ~ork. In 

January 1959 a trial service was started with 30 users. 

The same service became operational in July 1969 and is still 

gro~ing. Input ia cumulated monthly into a Review of Current 

Literature. 

2. Coverage. 

Subject:- Allthe subject interests of the G.K.N. group 

of companies and subaiduaries in the U.K. and overseas. This 

is mainly engineering components and metallurgy. 

Forms:- 150 journals are selectively covered with occasional 

items selected from a further 350 publications. Patents and 

a few reports are also covered. Patents amount to around 

50% of the total input. 

Foreign material is abstracted and indexed in English. 

3. Input. 

Items are abstracted (indicatively, maximum of 500 

characters), indexed (maximum 20 terms) and allocated a 

subject heading code. Indexiny is controlled by a thesaurus 

of 1,800-2,000 terms which was based on the E.J.C. and A.s.m. 
thesauri. The data sheets are keypunched in the computing 

department. 

Information:- Subject heading code, authors, title, 

bibliographic reference, abstract,and keywords. 

Volume:- Input amounts to around 100 items per week. 
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4. Profile construction end match strategy. 

Profiles ere constructed by the Information officer 

from user statements as follows:-

Statement of users interests(narretive form). 

Additional information(definitiona, formulse,trede names et9 

Six document references directly relevant to interests. 

Profiles ere modified as necessary. User feedback is 

via preaddreased reply postcards. For each notified item 

the user marks up :- of interest, please send copy 

of interest, no copy required 

of no interest 

comments. 

Profiles consist of keyword terms linked by weighting, 

that is the simulated doalean logic of Brandhurst(17). Each 

profile is restricted to tan fields or questions of tan terms. 

~.-Output.: 

weekly, Output would appear to be about one month out of 

date far Uriti~h journal material, about a week for ~ritish 

patents, two nonths for German patents and five months fur 

Russian patents. 

6. Users. 

At present there are about 200 users in U.K. and overseas 

installations of the G.K.N. group of companies. Eventually 

about 1,500 users are hoped for. 

7. Statistics 

Informat1on from user reply'cards is collected, Data on 

the number of profiles in different installations and the 

nu~bor of hits per profile and per run is also collected, 

a.Costing 

No7at present. 
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9, Computing. 

An I.B.m. 360/30 1s used with programmes specially written 

in PL 1 and Assembler languages. 

Comments. 

This sarviaa should become wall established and expand 

to provide a vital service to its users. It is to be hoped 

that when coated it will still be felt worthwh1Je and continued. 

Perhaps part of the data baaa will be made,availabla outside 

G.K.N. This would be a good thing as it covers many subjects 

not covered by other data bases. 

References. 

FISHER m.E. Private communication. 
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International Business Machines (I.O.~.) 

Hursley Park, 

Winchester. 

1. BabKground. 

I.a.m. can probably claim to be the originators of s.o.r • 
. 

Their S.D.I.system has gradually developed ea their computers 

capabilities have increased. The Current Information Selection 

(c.r.s.) section of the I.B.rn. Technical Information Retrieval 

Centre (I.T.I.R.C.) is decentralised with I.a.m. personnel 

in Eurppe being served by the la Gaude processing centre in 

France. The C.I.S. date base is prepared at I.T.I.R.C. 

et Yorktown Heights, N.Y. and sent to the European centre 

for dissemination. 

2. Coverage. 

The date base covers, I.a.m. documents, selected non 

I.a.m. documents, and I.B.m. invention disclosures. 

3. Input. 

Tapes received from I.T.I.R.C. are processed at la Gaude, 

Document details and abstracts are keypunched in upper and 

lower case variable word length format.The computer checks 

validity, sequence and spelling. 

4. Profile construction and match stratedy. 

Profiles are by information personnel from date sheets 

provided by users. These give details of position held and 

a short paragraph describing bhe activities for which informatio~ 

is required. 

Feedback from users is via Port-a-ppnch cards supplied 

for each reference. Users mark or punch out the appropriate 

box:- a) Abstract of intereey&ocument not needed. 

b) Send'copy of document. 
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c) Abstract of interest have seen document before. 

d) Abstract not relevant to profile. 

Comments are invited. 

Users return these cards to their local library who supply 

the documents and consider the need for profile modification. 

Profile modifications are for~ardad to the (uropean centre. 

Profiles consist of words or word strings linked by 

Boolean logic or NOT and MUST logic. Technological terms 

and author names can also be used as search terms. Item 

files are matched against the whole profile file simultaneously. 

5, Output. 

Output is three times a month in the form of computer 

printout, ~ith accompanying user response cards for each 

reference. 

full bibliographic references aro supplied ~ith an abstract 

and a list of word matches. 

6. User~. 

In 1965 there wcse 1,200 users in the U.S.A. and250 

served by the (uropean centre. 

7. Statistics. 

(valuation of user responses revealed of 75-BO% over the 

period February to September 1965. 

Thia is based only on response cards returned. Only 59% 

wsre returned. It would be difficult to estimate whether 

cards were not returned because the references fell into 

category d), or c) or a). The relevance factor was derived 

using a/,b)and c). 

a Computing. 

The I.B.m. 360/ computer now used allows for remote 

terminal entry oF data, remota enquiries, direct access storage 

devices and time sharing. This means en improvad performance 
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and swifter and easier profile modification. 

Comments. 

The high relevance figures are typical of such a user 

related data base. The I.a.m. programmes are available and 

suitable for other in house sytems. 
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Shell Research Ltd. 

woodstock Agr~cultural Reseurch Centre, 

Sittingbourne, 

Kent. 

1. BacKground. 

Since 1962 Shell at Woodstock have been developing e 

fully ~ntegrated mechanised ~nformation storage, retrieval 

and dissemination system. This was or1ginally ma1nly concerned 

w~th ~nternal reports end chemical structure processing. As 

part of the syste~ publisned literature was scanned and 

relevant references su~jact cuded w1th a five d1g1t numar1c 

code ware processed to produce a current awareness bulletin. 

Index cards were also produced for users who wished to keep 

thelr own spec1fic subject files. In order to ax~and the 

service without extrd staff C.T. tapes were received. The 

tapes were received from January 1967 and the service on them 

started in Apr1l. S.D.l, output for indiviJual prof1les 

1s collected and used to form subject reference files. The 

subject reference files are merged together to form a current 

awareness bulletin. 

2. Coverage. 

Profiles are run on a var1ety of subjects, not on chemical 

subjects. These include computer science, microbial cnemistry
1 

0 mass spectrmetry, organic, chemistry, bio~he~istry, pesticides, 
A 

and toxicology. 

3. Input. 

C.T. tapes with some biological Material added from journal 

scanning. Thi~ added material accounted for 20-30/. of the 

S.D,I. notifications. C.T. tapes ~ore to be replaced oy CBAC 

and C.A.C. tapes in 1969. 

4. Profile construction and match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by information staff f~om 
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disscusaion with users. Users suggest their own profile 

modifications. 

Profiles are of a si~ilar form to those used by U.K.C.I.S. 

5. putput. 

Fortnightly, index cards for S.O.I. users. Other outputs 

from the system include a composite awareness list , subject 

reference files and feature cards. 5"x8" card output is 

planned. 

6. Users. 

All users are on site. There are 170-200 possible users 

of which 40 were running profiles at the end of August 1968. 

~-• Computing. 

Originally C.A.S. program• ware being used and processing 

was done on the I.B.m. 1401 computer at the headoffice in 

London, forty miles away. The system ran into trouble in 

August 1967 because the number of search termsof the profiles 

allowed by the software was being exceeded. This meant that 

the size of the profiles had to be reduced and new users 

meant further reductions. A Univac 9300 was to be installed 

in August 1968 at Woodstock and new programmes written for 

this were expected to solve the problems. 

Comments. 

This shows the feasibility of running an S.D.I. service 

as part of e larger information system for a fairly smell 

clientele. 

~ferences. 

DAmmERS H.F. Integrated information processing and the case 

for a national network. !n InforMation Storage and Retrieval 

1968 4 (2) 113-131. 
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DAMMERS H.F. Phased transition from non-mechanised information 

storage and retrieval to on-line computer operation. !n 
mechanised Information Storage and Retrieval. Proceedings 

of F.I.D./I.f.I.P. joint c~nference. Rome 1g57, North Holland 

1958. 

GALLAGHER P.J. Some experiences with S.D.I. in Inr. Sci. 

1956 2 (3) 103-106. 
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Standard Telecommunications Laboratories Ltd. (S.T.L.) 

Autonated Information Dissemination System (A.I.B.S,) 

Harlow, 

Essex. 

Project leader - R.D. Kerr-Waller. 

1. 9ac~gr~u~d. 

In 1965 S.T.L. decided to test the feasibility of an 

S.D.I. type service for their workers. This project was 

run by one of the research staff,not a member of the 

information unit or the library staff. An exoerimental system 

was sat up which included the testing of alternative methods 

of indexing. After the initial experimental chase of two 

to three years the system was dropped and never became 

perationsl. 

2. Coverage. 

Subject:- Electronics. 

rorms:- Abstracts from Science Abstracts section B for 

the nine months June 1964 - rebruary 1965 ~ere used together 

with research and development reports and patent abridgements. 

Volume:- Around 10,000 abstracts, 150 RandD reports and 

109 patents. 

3. Input. 

Literature was indexed by three different types of indexer 

who had a free choice of descriptors. Details of items were 

punched onto paper tape for input to the computer. The 

dascriptors were compared with the cluster thesaurus 

containing 10,000 words and allocated the concept number of 

.bhe appropriate cluster. 
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4. Profile construction and match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by the users using the subject 

thesaurus,containing 6,000 words, to give ideas 6or descriptora. 

A one hour lecture was given to users on profile construction. 

Only three test profile modifications were carried out. 

Descriptors in the profiles were arranged in three groups. 

Group one was used for the main keywords end the other two 

groups contained descriptors which qualified these in the 

main group. Profile descriptors were converted ,o concept 

numbers by the computer and then these were compered with 

the literature concept numbers for possible matches. 

6. Users. 

336 engineers at S.T.L. 

9. Computing. 

Programs were written for the experiment and run on 

ITT ADX 7300. 

Reference. 

KERR~WALLER R.O. Automated Information Dissemination System 

(A.I.D.S.) technical evaluation.~ Inf. Sci. 1967 ~ (2) 91-105. 
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U.K.A.E.~. Atomic Energy llesearch Establishment. 

Haru•ell, 

Didcot. 

1. Background. 

Since the end of 1968 the Information office of the 

Harwell library has been receiving Nuclear Science Abstracts 

(N.S.A.) on tape and has launched an S.U.I. experiment using 

these tapes. lhe aims of the experiment ere "to demonstrate 

the feasibility of setting up certain services us1ng the 

N,S.A, tapes, to obtain user reactions to pilot scale services 

end to carry out comparisons with other services",ref. below). 

A manual s.O.I. service aas already in operation end 

information bulletins and specialised subject bulletins 

were also being produced by the library, 

2. Coverage. 

Subj=ct:- Nuclear science within the fields of chemistry, 

earth sciences, engineering, instrumentation, life sciences, 

metals and ceramics, physics end reactor technology. 

for~s·- The same material is covered by the tapes as is 

covered by the hardcopy though more detail is present on the 

tapes. N.S.A. covers journal erticles,reports, books, patents, 

conference proceedings end theses. 

Input to N.S.A. comes from atomic ener~y bodies in 

Canada, Don~ark, finland, Japan, ~orway, Sweden, u.~. end U,S,A. 

3. Input. 

N.S.A. tapes are produced by the U,S. Atomic Energy 

C::~m:nision Division of technical Inf,.Jr•Wtion Z.xtension (D.T.I.E.) 

as part of the computerised production of ~uclear Science 

Abstracto. 
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Tapes contain full biblioyraphic detail and keywords instead 

of the abstracts of the h&rdCOIJY form. Only the keywords 

ars searchable. 

At present the system cannot deal with an input of mooe 

than 100 items par run. This has caused trouble end w~ll 

probably_bo extended to a li~it of 180 items. 

4. Profile construction and natch strategy. 

Infor~ation staff construct profiles basad on user 

stutenants as follows:-

General description of nature of aork, subject, discipline, 

theoretical or applied. Present uso mode of N.S.A.hardcopy 

Likely number of abstracts of interest in each N.S.A. issue 

Detailed description of work 1ncluding:~ 

Specific materials, ~othods and ~rocessos. 

Possible synonyns in use in the lltcroture for all specific 

For general ter.ns wl1ich aspects are and which are not 

of interest. 

Indications of Yhothor design and performance ofequ~ptment 

and special enviroments are of interest. 

Tile ri,S 1 A1 cate~ory nu;nbers wher1topics might be expected 

to bo fauna ond those where they will bo found but not 

~b~tract of ~nterest from rocont N.s.n. iasuus or titles 

or ~nterest r~om other sources. 

Profile modifications are basad on user feedback. Users 

rate notifications according to the Followlng catogories:

o) of immodlote interest. 

b) of general ~ntorest. 

c) of no interebt. 

d) cannot dacide interest on 
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lhe basis of information given. 

To get some idea of recall, a sample of users check 

through a hardcopy of N.S.A.. Tnis copy has to be circulated 

and prov~des rather a l~mited response but has been useful 

for analysing unexpected misses. 

Profiles conelst or questions made up oF groups of 

selectors lin~ad by uoolean logic. The selectors are chosen 

from the Euratom thesaurus of 16,000 words as the N.S.A. 

keywords are. 

5. Output. 

rortnightly. ~.3.A. tapes era received in advance of the 

hardcopy version. Previously oniy ana hardcopy was obtained 

by airmail. Thus the dissernina~ion method is speedier. 

material takes a minimum of two to tnree weeks bo appear on 

the N.S.A. tapes. 

Output is on 6"x4" cards giving, N.S.A. isa. no., N.S.A. 

abstract no., title, author, rosoorch estdollsnmsnt or origin, 

bibliographic reference including inclusive pag~nation, date 

of issue, language of art~cla and the keywords assigned to the 

i&om witil natched keywords marked. 

6. Users. 

ffiembers of A.E.R.E. staff thought sui&abla ~ha after 

interview were atlll though& suitable. Soma external users 

are to be included. In June 1969 there ware 46 regular internal 

usura end 16 external user prufiles oeing preparud. 

7. Statistics. 

The rollowing were based on 31 pror~les run against 6 issues 

The average number of documents retrieved par user was 24 

(60 was the maximum number allowed by the system). The average 

relevance was 60% (71% of users scored an average relevance 

of at least SO%. 
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A questionnaire was sent to users who had received 

notifications from six issues up to the tenth issue of 1969. 

The results from these questionnaires ware as follows. 

a. 

for 

9. 

All found the service at least of some use and ware willing 

to continue participating. The keywords provided with the 

references were only found moderately useful and the 

marKing of matched zetword3 was not especially appreciated. 

most users were fair!~ aatisfied with their notifications 

and if anything prefar6d fewer refarancas. ~oat users 

Felt the service had picked up documents they ~ould 

otherwise have ~issed. 

Coating. 

Tapes are free as U.K.A.E.A. pravldes the U.K. input 

N.S.A. 

Computing. 

An •.a.m. 360/65 is used with programs in rortran and 

Assembler languages by A.~.R.t. staff. Teetl1ing troubles 

have been malnly concerned with apace allocation r~~ runs. 

Comments. 

At present the "IJ.S.A./S.D.L. service provides mora 

comprehensive coverage to,thoee users who previouely 

depended on the information bulletin end special subject 

bulletins but is less accurate and selactiv~ than the 

n~nual information office service."(rar. halo~) 

It would appear that this experimental service works 

fairly well. It could be very useful to many external users 

Itis to be hoped that it will became externalycommarcially 

availabla.in due course. 

Reference. 

TERRY J.E. Privata communication. 
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U.K.A.E.A. Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (A.W.R.E.) 

Aldermaston, 

Berkshire. 

1. Background, 

An experimental S.D.I.servica was run on C.T. data base 

in 1966 and 1967 using C.A.S. package programs. These ran 

into the same type or problems as Shall did with theirs 

though Aldermaston had the trouble first and sorted out the 

problem first. In 1968 the S.D.I.service became operational 

using National Rasaareh Council of Cansds's(N.~.C) programs 

for the IBm 360 series. Aldermaston is infect now using 

N,S,A. tapes also (since August 1969).o.s.T.I. is supporting 

this experiment on title searching of N.S.Az,tapes for ~ 

comparison with the keyword searching a6 Harwell. Inspec 

tapes ere being reformated for title searching with the 

N,R,C, programs. 

2. Coverage. 

C.T.,N.S,A., and Inspac S.D.I. experiment tapes. 

3. Input. 

Commercial tape input which amounts to around 2,000itema 

per month. 

4. Profile construction and match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by information staff in discussion 

with users. 

Profiles are modified as required. User feedback is via 

six monthly questionnaire and ralavance rating of each 

notification. One of the output copies is marked up with 

either "R" for relevant or "8" for borrow and returned to 

the library. 

5. Output. 

fortnightly, two copies of computer printout, 



6. Users. 

80 at present, 

B. Costing. 

46. 

machine time costs 30/- per user per run. 

9. Computing. 

An IBM 360/50 is being used with N.R.C. programs written 

in PL 1. 

References. 

CORBETT L, Chemical Titles - S,O,I, trial at A,W,R,E. ln 
J. Doe. 1967 23 (2) 150-151, 

CORBETT L. Using commercially available literature tapes for 

current awareness services. in Inr.Sci. 1968 2 (3) 83-102. 

CORBETT L. Private Communication, 
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Un~lever Research laboratories. 

Colworth House, 

Sharnbrook, 

Bedford. 

1. Background. 

The Colworth and Welwyn research laboratories tover 

Unilevers in~erests in fo~ds, Animal foodstuffs, and 

Biological safety testing. Too few staff were available to 

cover the current awareness side of the information funct~on 

so new methods were sought. Profiles ha~ been run fairly 

successfully by c.s.R.U. on C.T., C~AC, and the C.A.S. s.o.r. 

abstract experiment but C.T, end CBAC ware not felt to be 

the ideal data bases. In the middle of 1968 a feasibilty 

study was made into the use of I.S.I. tapes for an'in house' 

computerised s.o.r. system. The library bulletin service 

was still maintained in its original form independent of the 

S.D.I. system. 

2. Coverage. 

The multidisciplinar/coverage of the A.S.C.A. service 

3. Input. 

Only I.S.I. source tapes were used. 

4. Profile construction and match strategy. 

Profiles are constructed by information scientists in 

disscusion with users. 

Profile modification is encouraged, users initiate any 

changes. High recall profiles are a1med at in the beginning 

with precision increased with subsequent modifications. 

Profiles consist of words,authors names and journal titles 

linked by Boolean logic end weighting. 
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5. Output. 

Weekly. Unilever estimate that I.S.I. tepee material is 

20-30 days out of date when it appears on the tepee, takes 

7- 10 days to reach the S.D.I. processing centre, and 2-3 

days to run , making the s.o.I. service about 30-43 days 

after the publication of the original articles. This means 

that S.D.I. notifications are received one to two weeks 

after the item appears on the library shelves. The library 

bulletin in fact provides a speed~er service for U.K. material 

though not for foreign material. 

6. Users. 

About 350 internal users using around 20,000 search terms 

between\them. 

7. Statistics. 

Recall and relevance ratios were not considered to be 

appropriate measures. Instead the numbersnof hits per week 

and the number of relevant hits per week are recorded. The 

aelevance figures are very different for different users 

the highest being 78% • Outputs are often very small suggesting 

that recall may not be very good. The data base is considered 

not to be so suitable for the food technology users as the 

Animal research users as the average weekly numbers of hits 

for these are 8 and 24. However, the relevance measurements 

are 39% for the food technologists and 17,7% forthe Animal 

research users. 

8, Costing. 

The I.S.I, source tapes cost % 8,000 p.a. The costa of 

the service are £20,000 which works out at 1/6 per hit 

and 6/6 per usful output item. 
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9, Computing. 

An average of 200 minutes computerptime per run is used. 

The IBm 360/50 with 256K bytes core stoae at Port Sunlight 

is used via a remote access system based on Ism 2760 terminals. 

New and updated profiles are input from the terminals and 

the tape search is initiatde from the terminals. Because of 

the restriction on on-line transmission speeds it is 

' uneconomic to print large quantities of output at the terminals 

so output is printed at Port Sunlight and delivers~ by courier 

to the research laboratories. 

A great deal of thought went into the choice of software. 

At present National Research Council of Canada (N.R.C.) 

programs designed for C.T. data base are being used. A separate 

conversion program is used for converting the I.S.I. records 

into C.T. format which is written in Assembler language. 

Possibly in the future the IBM ITIRC/TEXPAK or the IBm 

Oocumynt Processing System (D.P.S.) wlll be used with 

modifications. 

Comments. 

One of the reasons for usi~g hhe I~S.I. tapes was their 

complete coverage of journal contents. This meant that 

additional journals could be covered by the system either 

by in house keypunching of added input or by addition of 

another tape data base to fill in the gaps. 

References. 

ROWLANDS O.G. Private communication. 

SHA~ T.N., BUCK E.R. mechanisation of current awareness 

services.at Unilevar Port Sunlight •• !n Inf. Se!. 1967 1 (3) 

91-106. 
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Darwent Publications Ltd. 

Derwent Publications Ltd. have since 1963 been producing 

current waraneas publications for different branches of the 

chemical industry, aimed to serve commercial interests 

rather than pure research interests. from January 19~0 

the following services will be availabl•· 

Ringdoc. 

300 journals are covered selectively for the pharmaceutical 

industry. Informative abstracts are provided in the form of 

profile booklets in 42 profile subjects. 

Pestdoc. 

A similar service is provided covering 170 journals for 

manuFacturers of pesticides and agricultural chemicals. 

Vetdoc 

Astimilar service covering vatinary literature. 

These three services are available in several forms. 

which ere:- abstract journals; abstract books, suited for 

photocopying; transparency books, suitable for dyeline or 

diazo reproduction; abstract booklets(thematic booklets ) 

where abstracts are divided into small subjects (thematic 

groups ) or microfilm reels. 

Also available are a series of services covering patent 

literature as follows. These services cover patent specific

ations published in francs, Japan, Switzerland, U.K., U.S.A., 

U.S.S.R., Western Germany, Belgium, Eire, Netherlands, 

South Africa, Australia, Canada, East Germany and Sweden 

which amounts to B3%of the worlds specifications. Several 

output forms are available:- company code cards(for searching 

on individual companies inventions); manual code cards 

allocated subject classes (270 chemical structure classes 
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and 120 pharmeoological end agricultural products end activities 

punch code cards; and magnetic tapes( quarterly for 

retrospective searching ). Programs are available for the 

I.B.m. 360/40. Custom searches are evailbla at £20 per 

question. 

farmdoc. 

Patent specifications of pharmaceutical or vetinary interest 

Agdoc. 

Patents covering pesticides, herbicides, fertilisers and 

and other similar agricultural chemical topics, 

Plasdoc. 

Plastics end poymers patents. 

Orqandoc. 

Organic chemicals patents. 

Central Patents Index. 

This service includes all the auove services material 

together with other subjects. The total subject fiold covered 

is divided into six divisions each divided into a further 

twelve sections;-Plasdoc; farmdoc; Agdoc; food and detergents; 

Chemdoc;.Textiles and paper and cellulose; printin~n~ 

photographic coating; petroleum and chemical engineering; 

nucleonics, explosives, protection; refractories, ceramics; 

metallurgy. These sections are further divided to form 122 

classes which can be related to the International Patent 

Classification. 
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r.s.R.O./[.L.o.o. Standard Profiles. (S.P.) 

These are standard subject S.D.I. bulletins issued 

monthly in a similar way to the ordinary S.D.I. service. 

There are 111 subjects or S.P.(69 for technology end 42 for 

science). The cost of the service depends on the number of 

S.P.s taken, for the first five topics it is L6 p.a. per topic. 

E.s.R.O./£.L.o.o. Databenk. 

This is a new service commencing in January 1970 dealing 

with electronic component quality data end ne~ electronic 

products of European manufacture. 

New electronic product information is fed into the system 

and matched against user 'profiles'. Users ere notified 

biweekly of n~w products in 35 categories or on specific 

components of interes~to them. The users pay a subscription 

which means that no charge is made to manufacturers for 

inclusion. The service covers all member states df E.S.R.O. 

end E.L~D.O., that is Belgium, Denmark, francs, Germany, 

Italy, the Netherlands, Spin, Sweden, Switzerland, end the U.K. 

Component Quality Date is again disseminated selectivly 

to users. Users receive test end reliability reports on 

components eminetin§ from nationally approved bodies such ss 

the french C.C.T.U. end the Swedish f.T.L. 

The layout of the new product information sheets is 

similar to that of the Indete service notifications. It is 

on sheets end includes , specification date, free text desc

ription of the item, manufacturers data and graphical date. 
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INDATA, Automation, Instrumentation Data Service. 

1. Background. 

Indeta Ltd. a eubsiduary of Guest Keen and Nettlefolds 

Ltd. in close cooperation with the Scietific Instruments 

Research Association sat up the Automation lnstrunontation 

Data Service in January 1967. 

2. Coverage. 

~ore than 2,000 manufacturers supplied input of their new 

products free of charge in the fields of electronics, 

automation and instrumentation. 

3 • .!.!lEJl b • 

Information from manufacturers was set out on 80 column 

card giving details of, name of product, manufacturers 

name and address, detailed engineering specification, free 

text description of up to 800 words with photographs and line 

drawings where necessary to the description of the product. 

4. Profile construction. 

Users could choose from 309 subject categories to 

describe their interests. The computer sorted out new product 

~eta relevant to users interests as described by the subject 

categories. 

5. Output, 

Users received current cards matching their interests 

as they were produced and a weekly accessions list covering 

their interests. The cards ware kept in special binders in 

pockets forming a modular catalogue and service girls visited 

users to file these. Punched card reply stubbs formed part 

of these cards and these could be returned via lndata to the 

manufacturers who then furnished the user with further inf

ormation on the product concerned. 
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Users. 

In May 1968 15,000 categories were being subscribed to 

A facility for small users to link together and use 

a Central Technical library as centre ~·Bs available. This 

reduced costs as the library received the full set of product 

cards for all categories and individual users just received 

a profile accessions list. 

7. CaRting. 

£30 to £375 depending on the number of categori•s received 

£5 for apersanal profile list or up to 20 categories and 5/

for each additional category. If the special library schema 

wee used then the central library was charged £375 and users 

were charged £15 for up to 50 categories and 5/- for each 

extra one. 

9. Cofllputing. 

An ldM 360/40 was used. A suite of 29 programs were used 

which took 16 man-months to writein Assembler language. The 

system required a minimum core store of 65,356 characters. 

Comments. 

This system promised great things it outwardly 21ppeared 

successful and was rapidly gathering support. However after 

just ever e year of operation it folded up. The use of a 

computer in this system was not entirely necessary. 

References. 

GARLOW D.H. Computer based information services. la 

Data Processing 1960 1Q (2) 102-110. 
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Iron end Steel Industry Profiles(I.s.I.P,) 

Iron and Steel Institute. 

The Iron and Steel industry for many years published 

an abstracts section in the Institute journal based on the 

Institute library accessions. In 1960 they started the 

Abstract and Book Title Index Card Service (A.B.T.I.c.s.) 

which supplied filing cards of journal article abstracts and 

book titles with U.D.C, numbers for incorporation into 

classified subject files. 

I.S.I,P, is intended for individual users rather than 

libraries. There are 20 subject headings to choose from 

The service covers more than t,ooo journals selectively 

together with books and BISSITS translations, indicative 

abstracts are provided for journal articles. Output is 

weekly in continuous sheet form with average output amounting 

to 4-10 items for the different subjects. The service is 

swifter than the abstracts section or the Institute journal. 

Costs are from £9 to £21 depending on which category is 

taken. There are reductions for taking several subjects. 

The cheapest subject at the lo~est rate is £2 per annum. 

A photocopy service is also available and BISSITS can be 

purchased 

Patent Office. 

Subject matter tabulation service:- ~eekly lists of the 

numbers of U.K. patent specifications in chosen classes of 

the classification scheme, Cost is one shilling per page. 

Selected patent specifications:- Users can place a standing 

order for all patnts in cho~en classes of the classification 

scheme. The cost is only that of the specifications which is 

four shillings and six pence each. The specifications are 

distributed as they are published. 
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Scient~fic Documentation Centre {S.D.C.) 

Holbaath House, 

Dunfermiline. 

1. Background. 

In 1960 Dr. P.S. Davison a Scots chemist set up a centra 

to collect scientific data and study its best axploltation. 

In 1962 a l~n1ted co~pany was formed of indivlduala and 

organ1sations who used the services of the centra. The 

Centre now has a collection of data and documents which are 

exploited by Dr. Davison and a number of part time women 

graduates. 

2. Coverage. 

~ult1d1sciplinary over the field of science and technology 

thougll the best coverage is in the fields of spectral and 

anolyt1cal chemistry. A large collection of spectra is also 

held. 

1,940 journals are scanned together ~lth the U.S. 

Government Research and ~uvelopment Reports, Current Research 

and Development in British Universities and C.A.T.s, Current 

U,S, and 3ritish Univers1ty Thesis Titles, bJok titles from 

Major publishers, ~ass Spectro~etry Bulletin, ChemlL&l Abstracts 

and othar sscJndary services. 

3. Input. 

Graduates scan the above publicat1ons and allocate them to 

the different subject categories and gias the~ index codes. The 

systen deals with around 373,000 ite~s per year. 

4. Prof1le construction. 

1SO,subject categories ora available some of the larger 

ones are subjivided and spectral and onalyt1cal subjects can 

ba taken ~nly f~r certain classes of compounds if desired. 
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5. Output. 

OUtput can be weekly or monthly on 5"x 3" or 80 column 

cards. The L.S.£, considers S,O,C. to be about eight weeks 

behind c.T. and A.s.c.A. 

6. Statistics. 

A case study was carried out by the eentre comparing 

sources of information for chem1sts on • Applications of 

computers to mass Spactrometry~ References wore collected 

over the period 19u5 to 1968. The percentage of the total 

references found by each service ware as follows:-

Analytical Abstracts 

Bibliography of mass Spactromatry 

c.A. Pink 

C.A. subject index 

C.T. 

CheTiische Zent. 

mass Spectrometry Data Centre(M.s.o.C.) 

Heferativnyy lhurnal Khimik 

s.c.I. 
Science ~Detracts 

s.o.c 
·uscallane•Jus 

' 
I' 

11.0,'£ 

24 -;. 

11.5,1: 

4. 5/o 

32 ,. 

s. 5,b 

21.5;'. 

a. a,. 

39 

s. 5,~ 
On this pat topic of the Centre, S.D.C. gave the best 

results though m.s.o.c. came near and was not runn1ng for 

the full period. 

1. Costing. 

Tl1e lowest priced subject category co'sts £.15 , most 

subjects era in the L15- 48 ran~a tl1uugt1 Lhe really broad 

top1ca cost up to L25D. 
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Comments 

In a few cases references are picked up by this service 

which are missed by the computer services, this is often 

because the complete articles are often scanned when subject 

categories are being allocated. However, unless the users 

interests fit neatly into one of the subject categories a 

great deal of unwanted material will be received. 

References. 

DAVISON P.S., mATTHEWS D.A.R. Letter to the editor. ln 

Aslib Proc. 1969 21 (7) 280-284. 

DAVISON P.S. Private communication. 

U.K.C.I.S. S.C.A.N, 

Narrow subJect current ewa~eness publications are being 

produced by U.K.C.I.s. based on the output from broad profiles 

run on the S.O.I. service. So far the Selective Current 

Awareness Notes (S.C.A.N.) have been produced for Steroids, 

Radiation and Photochemistry, and Group VIII • These cost 

£12 per annum and fifteen more titles are planned. 

The Experimental Information Unit in Oxford are developing 

similar bulletins. They aee·producing a twice monthly bulletin 

on Electrolytic solutions by running profiles on A.S.C.A. 

and C.T.and having the output edited by two chemists working 

in this field. Other subject bulletins are planned for 

Enzyme Chemistry and Catalysis and other topics not planned 

by U.K.C.I.S. 
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In this chapter the basic structure of a mechanised S,D,I. 

system will be considered. Some conclusions wilfbe reachdd 

es to the effectiveness of the different methods used in 

S.O.I. as represented both in the systems surveyed in the 

previous chapter and those to be found operating in the U,S,A. 

The component parts of an S.D.I. s~stem, used to describe 

the systems surveyed in the previous chapter, are considered 

separately. The effect of variables in components of the 

systems on types of users is considered hare whilst the 

interaction of the complete system types, formed from these 

component parts, with user types is considered in Chapter 4. 

3-1 Background. 

In 1958 Luhn first published his idea of a •Business 

Intelligence System" (63). This abstract idea was developed 

into a well defined system in a later article (64) and from 

hare I.B.m.s internal S.O.I. system for reports developed. 

By 1965 it had become a fairly well known and sophisticated 

,system. At this time the American Chemical Society had 

started using computers in the production of their Chemical 

Titles publication and the Ell Lilly Company and the Olin 

Mathieson Chemical Corporation began to experiment with the 

use of C.T. in machine readable form as the basis of S.D.I. 

systems(39)(73). Other large industrial organisations and 

academic institutions in the U.S.A. had started to sat up 

mechanised information retrieval systems and S.O.I. systems 

based on Luh~~ original broad concept(19)(78)(79).These are 

described in several surveys (26)(51)(12). In this coubtr~. 

interest in S.O.I, began around 1965 when initial investigations 
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and experiments began. Some systems developed mora quickly 

then others. 'In house' systems, being smaller, had the 

advantage here. The Chemical Soc~sty set up a research unit 

at Nottingham University(54)(55)(56)(88) which soon got an 

S,D,I.system underway based on the A~erican Chemical Society's 

machine readable data bases. The National £lectronics 

Research eouncil took a little longarwith no machine FSadable 

data base available they had first to form one. Thus since 

1965, in this country, systems have moved from expeeLmental 

to either operational or obsolete(a.g. S.T.L. and Indata) 

and new systems are continually being set up. 

However, as S.D.I. is still a relatively new subject, not 

enough systems have been tried and tested for any formulae 

to be derived with which new designees can work out the 

optimu~ for their anvironment.and set up an immediately 

operational system. Thus every system requires an initial 

experimental phase. Whether this is extensive, with most 

parameters being tried a variety of ways before the optimum 

is decided upon and the system set up, or whether a system 

is set up by an arbitrary choice becoming operational when 

it can be made to work reasonably efficiently, or whether 

already established systems ar~opied, the experimental phase 

will need to be carefully nurtured and ofcourse financed. 
grants 

O.S.T.I.Ahave been vital in the setting up of ~est U.K. 

non industrial systems. Such grants are only available for 

experimental work and systems must be developed fairly 

rapidly to a self supporting state. Industrial systems will 

probably have to develop even more quickly and prove themselves 

either of greeter value or less cost than previous equivalent 

systems. 
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Although there is no one perfect S.D.I. system for 

ell situations the U.K.C.I.S. system would seem to ba' 

sufficiently well developed and effective to be applied to 

most machinereadable data bases which are not controlled by 

a thesaurus. for in house situations and those where a 

special document collection forms the basis of the system, 
n 

design will have to be tailored to the enviromant. It is 
A 

to be hoped that o.s.T.I. grants will continue to be available 

for setting up generally available systems. It would be 

worthwhile O.S.T.I. also giving smaller grants to 'in house' 

systems which would be willing to make their machine readable 

data bases or sections of them, generally available, as this 

would facilitate more specialised information entering the 

general information network in a convenient form. 

3~2 Coverage 

The coverage of a system is a very important factor. What 

has not gone into the system cannot be retrieved. For s.o.I. 

to be worthwhile to most users the coverage mu•t be good 

enough to satisfy the majority of the users interests. The 

user should be able to virtually depend on his S.D.I. service 

as far as his core interests are concerned. many workers in 

the S.O.I. field claim that the user must still do his own 

browsing as well. The user should need to browse through 

primary journals only for ideas and to filyin peripheral 

interests. For the expense of s.o.I. to be justified it 

should provide an almost perfect service in the fields it 

professes to cover. In addition to this the user must know 

how comprehensive the service is and how much it can be 

relied upon. 



Subject coverage. 

Here arises a problem in the central organ1sation of 

S.D.I.services. The problem is firstly whether 1to be 

exhaustive over a small subject area, or to give a fairly 

good coverage over a larger, possibly multidisciplinary 

subject area. Services have so far developed in various depths 

resulting in so~a highly specialised services with a lim1tad 

clientele such as the Plasma Physics system and others with 

shallow coverage over a wide area such as S.D.C. and A.S.C.A. 

It would seem unsatisfactory if the user needs to take more 

than one service to satisfy his needs. 

The ideal ~ight be thought to be a series of separate 

services developed in single disciplines with in depth coverage, 

However as far as journal literature is concerned, if Bradford's 

law of scattering is to be baliaved(16), only ana third of 

items existing within a soacific subject field will be found 

in journals specifically davota~to that subject. This means 

a great deal of duplicated effort will occur if separate systems 

attempting in depth coverage are set up for different subject 

fields. According to Canner (26) this scatter is greater in 

the applied sciences than in the pure sciences, e.g. in 

chemistry, three quarters of references come from 10% of the 

journal titles, while in the biomedical field omly half the 

references come from 10~ of the journal titles. Thus the 

current awareness problem in the applied sciences 1s far 

greater than in the pure sciences. A greater need for S.D.I. 

type services might be expected in the applied sciences, and 

o~ourse greater difficulty is involved in providing such a 

service, perhaps this is why there is at present a scarcity 

of custom S.D.I. services in the applied sciences. This 
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problem is discussed further in chapter 4 • To avoid the 

duplication of effort, one central all embracing service ~s 

the answer or at least just a few broad subject based services. 

Figure 1. shows the overlap of the subjects covered by custom 

S.D.I. services. 

Form coverage. 

As far as the depth , that is the amount of material 

covered, is concerned this should be taken to its maximum 

as opposed~to its optimum. I.S,I.'s cla~msthat the 2,000 

key journals which they cover account for over 90fo of signif 

cant scientific reports. This is not really a deep enough 

coverage though in I.S.I.'s case a multitude of other literature 

is covered through citations. Journals may be the most obvious 

source of scientific information but an S.D.I. service 

restrir.ted to journal coverage will not satisfy many users. 

Journal articles form only part of the ~ass of scarce 

material and to some users this will be a s~all part. many 

journals contain only information on pure research and then 

usually quite some time before it is completed. Report 

literature tends to be more up to date and often is more 

concerned with applied research and development. much report 

literature is not readily available when originally published, 

and even "available" items may be highly elusive. S.D.I. 

services must bring in this form especially as it is poorly 

covered by more traditional current awareness tools. Report 

literature could be dealt with more easily by a small specific 

subject centre, especially one with associated active research 

interests, as type of organisation attracts report information 

to itself and often copies of the actual reports by exchange 
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agreeMents. The other necessity is patent information. 

In a highly competitive industrial environment, patents will 

be of prime importance. Apart from their obvious commercial 

interest$ they can be of great use to the pure research worker. 

Conference proceedings are also important. The research worker 

is useally quite well aware of conferences in his own field, 

but those in peripheral fields may be of equal importance to 

him. Again the special subject centre will easily be able 

to collect informationfrom this source. Books are important 

though they rarely contain original material. These should be 

included in an S.D.I. service and are fairly easy to cover 

wall. Trade informationis also very important to many 

research workers but is difficult to deal with successfully 

in an ordinary S,D.I. system. Indate or the E.S,R,O./E.L.D,O, 

Databen~ type service would seem to be the best for this form 

of information. most custom S.D.I.services cover only journals 

as shown in figure 2. 

The more obscure the material source the more important 

it is that it gets into the system, as this enhances the value 

of the service to the user. 

foreign coverage. 

This is also true for material of foreign origin and 

foreign language material. Some form of international c~per

ation and interlinking of S.O.I. systems elsewhere is a hope 

for the future. Inspec publications and full data base not 

only gain U.S.A. input from cooperation from the flmerican 

Institute of Pt1ysics and the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers but cooperation with German, french and 

U.S.S.R. sources is expected. Inspec tapes will be experim

ented with in Canada, Belgium and Sweden, Poland and Japan 

and presumably these cooperating countries will eventually 

provide information to the system. A similar situation Rvia+o 
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for Nuclear Science Abstracts tapes, where several atomic 

energy organisations in different countries provide input 

for their countries in exchange for the tapes. A similar 

link exists between the European members of E.S.R.O./E.L.o.o. 

and N.A.S.A. for S.T.A.R, and I.A.A, tapes. Medlars aleo 

works to some extent on this type of exchange agreement. 

This cooperation solves only half the prob~em; the next 

stage is to overcome the language difficulty. This is often 

done by providing abstracts in English for input to the system. 

Although time consuming and costly, this is probably necessary 

to provide sufficient information to the research worker for 

him to decide the possible need for a complete translation 

of the original. The S.T.L. system(57) of allocating index 

codes was pertly done to enable input of foreign material, 

cutting out the language problem. The Abbot et al. (1) 

comparison between C.A. services and A.S,C.A, revealed that 

C,A, coverage of foreign material was superior, especially 

for the more difficult Russian and Japanese. A.S.C.A. tends 

to wait for translations to appear before including items 

and this means a substantial time lag as far as Russian 

cover to cover translations are concerned. 

Contents coverage. 

Even if complete coverage of material in a subject area is 

not possible the important thing is that it is well defined. 

This is particularly important when it comes to selective or 

complete coverage of contents of journals claimed to be 

covered. Custom S.D.I. services should state exactly whet 

material they cover and stick to it, so that the user knows 

exactly where he is and can supplement the service where 

necessary. In a specific subject oriented system, many 
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of the journals covered are only covered selectively and 

this means that the user whose interests are only peripheral 

to the service subject will find it almost impossible to 

supplement it. A.S.C.A.'s complete contents coverage is 

much appreciated by users especially as it covers all those 

other snippets of informat~on contained in journals such as 

editorials, correspondence and corrections. Ideally a 

centralised service would cover all literature completely, 

either by relying on title only or using unslanted abstracting 

or indexing, making the item accessible to all users likely 

to be interested in 1t. 

The c~verege of an S.D.I. system should be well defined 

in depth, breadth and comprehensiveness.to enable the user 

to be sure where he stands. The desired quality of coverage 

will be better and more easily obtained when custom S.D.I. 

services are batter coordinated. 

3-3 Input. 

The type of input used determines the flexibility of a 

system and thus is very important. 

Input method 

There appears to be a trend towards using available 

machine readable data bases as inputs to S.D.I. systems. 

Where these tapes are the byproducts of other mechanised 

systems such as computer typset publications and computer 

sorted indexes, costs will obviously be reduced. However, 

the convenience and cheapness may well be obtained at the 

expanse of the detail provided, which may well not be in the 

most suitable form and may necessitate complicated software. 

Other problems are inherent in theremct~ processing of 
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magnetic tape information files: these problems are described 

by A.K. Kent(54). Available machine readable data bases are 

listed in Appendix III. A description of 1 available machine 

readable information files appears as an appendix to L.Corbett's 

article on'Using ~ommerc1aily available lite~ature tapes 

for current awareness services'(29). ~mora detailed description 

of available data bases appears in the report on •mechanised 

Information seervices in the University Library'(B9). most 

of the s.o.I.services surveyed in thia dissertat~on use 

available machine readable data bases. 

for a mechanised system the choice of input method is 

between these commercially available tapes, keypunching details 

of the available document collection or a combination of the 

two. Keypunching solely for S.D.I. input is going to make 

the system very costly, but presumably tapes willbe stored 

for use in retrospective searching and may well also be used 

to produce a broader subject current awareness bulletin for 

more general distribution. most library systems serving 

research workers produce a current awareness bulletin (see 

Appendix I). If this is.part of the information system 

little ext~a work may be required to use the same details 

as part of an S.D.I. system. This was how the Culham system 

developed and the current awareness bulletin is soon to be 

distributed commercially. This form of input to a system 

depends on a first rate document collection. Keypunching 

may be found to be too time consuming and costly and may 

complicate the software unnecessarily as verification end 

error-checking procedures will have to be incorporated. 
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As more publications become computer typeset, relying 

on commercial tapes for input is going to be more feasible. 

However, this maans that retrieved items will be restricted 

to those that ere gathared in the secondary publication net, 

unless an efficient method of adding supplementary keypunched 

material is devised. Going back to the idea of the central 

organisation of S.D.I. services, here is a case for the 

centralised collection of commercially available tape data 

bases with additional material keypunched into the system 

by specialised subject centres. 

Input information. 

If a commercial tape data base is used, the detail 

input to tha system is going to be that required for the 

original publication. This may be restricted to title, such 

as for a K~IC index publication like C.T., or an abstract 

or digest may be available for searching as in the case of 

CBAC and POST. Indexes to these publications will provide 

further search terms such as author names, subject descriptors 

and perhaps source organisation. The type of subject index 

involved will also be important. If the allocated keywords 

are natural language selections ss in C.A.C. or with Lynch's 

articulated indaxin~ (65), one set of problems will be 

involved, while thesaurus-controlled indexing used in medlars, 

Inspec S.D.I. investigation and (,S,R.O./(.L,O,O. and S.T.L.) 

will involve other problems. 

If a system is to provide its own input then the following 

questions must be answered by the system designers:-

a) Do titles provide a suitable search base? 

b) if not is this best extended by searching an abstract 
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or perhaps full text or is it batter to allocate 

keywords for search terms? 

c) If keywords are used should this be a natural 

language selection or should indexing be controlled 

by a thesaurus? 

a) The value or titles as a search medium varies with subject 

field. Abbot et al. (1) found that biological titles were 

more informative than chemical titles. In their consideration 

of which items front C.B.A.C. hits ~ould have been retrieved 

by considering title omly, SO% of biological items would 

have been captured co~pared with 31% of chemical items • • 
Swanson(87) found BB% ofentries in Index Medicus already 

had subject index words or thesa~us related words in their 

titles. In the 3p~lied science field where the journals 

tend to be more of a trade type than learned soc~ety public-

ations, titles are mora catchy and meaningless. Information 

concious users will be familiar with the type of title 

appearing in their field and can construct their profiles 

accordingly. Similarly, ir.formation-concious authors may 

give their papers meaningful titles; hence titles may be more 

reliable in the future. 

b) Search or the abstract er full text may be advantageous) 

but it also uses a great deal of computer time as well as 

initial keypunching time. It can also lead to difficulties. 

Abbot at al.(1) found that in c.u.A.C. searches individual 

words from different porographss unr~lated in ths abstract 

were occasionally linked by the computer to form an invalid 

match with word combinations in the profile. This difficulty 

can be overcome by separating the paragraphs and perhaps 

sentences at the input stage. 
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lndex~ng of any k~nd ~s costly and time consuming and 

obviates the use of the computer as h~ghley qualif~ed and 

therefore costly personnel are still required to fulfill 

this function. A time leg will also be introduced which 

should be avo~ded in a currant awareness serv~ce. 

The way of overcom~ng these d~sadvantages is by autom-

atic ~ndexing or abstracting using the computer. A lot of 

work has bean done in th~s flald in the u.~.A. 1nclud1ng 
) 

tnat of Hillman at Leh~gh Un1varsity and in the SffiART 

project at Harvard. Although automat1c 1ndex1ng has bean 

shown to bo qu1ta poss1bie oven with soma semantic control 

the problem of keypunching whole documents remains,as the 

character recognition facility ~n computers is not very far 

advanced. 

c) The constraints on the system ~m~osod by a thesaurus 

seem hardly desirable. The Cranfield experimonts,using 

aerospace reports, indicated that far from retrieval being 

improved with a thesaurus as aid, the contrary was infect 

the case and natural language keyword selections produced 

the better results. The type of retrospect1ve retrieval 

employed in the Cranfield tests would not display the same 

problems as those involved in running prof~les on an S.D.I. 

system, and this was a spacial1sed data base, but similar 

effects might be expected. It has been evident from the 

survey of S.D.I, systems and from user interviews (Appendix 

II ) that several problems are likely to arise with thesaurus 

controlled systems. 

A users interests can only be adequately expressed in 

thesaurus allowed terms where the users interests lie within 
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the bounds of the subjects for which the thesaurus was 

expressly d~signed. This shows up in the medlars service 

where users whose interests were not purely medical 1 that 

is were not only concerned with case histories of patients, 

tended to have difficulties in profile construction. This 

type of problem is likely to arise in thesaurus-controlled 

systems except where a smell well-defined disciplie is 

involved ana a 1i~iteo clientele with known ~nterests are 

served as may be found in an ·~n houso syste~ such as G.K.N. 

Even lnspac witn its wall defined discipli~ h<:s run into 
~ 

troubl~ uecBuse of its varied clientele (see Appendix II ). 

The other main disadvantage of a thesaurus controlled system 

is that it is mora difficult for users to construct their 

own profiles as the structure of the thesaurus must be fully 

understood. 

A groat deal of wor~ nas been done by the U.K.C.I.s. 

unit at Nottingham on the questions dis.cussed above but 

little has been puolishej. from wnat has been seen during 

the preparation of th~s dissertation it would ap~ear that 

thesaurus control is not desirable for S.P.I. systems. 

Indexin~ and abstract~ng introduce a time lag which cannot 

be JUatif~ed unless ~t increases recall substantially. This 

time la~ could be reduced ~f ~or~ use were m~de of author 

abstracts and subtitles. many people doubt the validity of 

author abstracts but certainly they have the same slant as 

tbe item making them a ~ood indication of author intent. Saga 

(78)(79) of the Ames Laboratory S.D.I. system favours the 

uso of author abstracts for S.D.I. inpul. 

The amount of detail input iu ~mporlant to the user. The 

tape services provide the basics but in very different forms. 

Soma standardisation is needed. An adhered to standard on 
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·~~~·• citation would make all the difference both to S,O,I, 

systems designers using borrowed and modified software and 

for systems where several data bases are used. The Ames 

Laboratory syetem(7B) (79) have had this sort of trouble 

when using N.S.A, and I,S,I. tapes together. A consistent 

practice of author citation would solve a lot of problems, 

Source organisation names, authors cited,subtitles and date 

of issue of item are all very useful terms for searching on, 

and the full pagination is vary useful both for estimating 

tbe importance of the article (as ere the number of citations) 

end when photocopies are required. A.S,C,A, has shown the 

value of citations. Little additional effort would be 

required to incorporate these into a keypunched input system. 

As much detail as possible should be input in such a way as 

to make all terms searchabls: tagging is probably the most 

convenient method of doing this. 

for tepa data base input, some standardisation is needed, 

for keypunched input, as much detail as possible should be 

input in a searchabla form. The natural language search 

techniques are being perfected by U,K,C,I,S, and many of the 

problems solved, With more aids to profile compilation 

available such as the KLIC (Key Letter inContext) of U,K,C,I,S. 

for use in choosing word fragments and more 'ideas' thesauri 

available in narrow subjects, which may be produced by the 

Experimental Information Unit at Oxford running the Liason 

Scientist Experiment(L,S.E.) (60), natural language searching 

S.D.I. will be an attractive method, Titles or expanded 

titles ,as bhey become mora meaningful should provide a 

sufficiently suitable search media, perhaps with a broad sub-
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ject category allocated for uee in excluding unwanted 

subject fields. 

Input volume. 

It might be thought that the larger the input the better 

for S,D,I. systems in order to achieve maximum recall, 

However, Bivona and Goldblum (12) devised e measure which 

they called the'disseminetion ratio.• This measures the ratio 

of items matched by the system to those fad into the system, 

If these unmatched items can be kept to a minimum the system 

is considered to be more effective. This is rather similar 

to the balancing of recall and relevance but at the system 

level instea~f the user profile level. 

The limit to the input volume is imposed by software and 

core storage, and if input is too large it will have to be 

batched and the profile tape run through for each batch. 

Alternatively,as is probably more usual the profiles are 

placed in the core and the input item fila matched against 

the profile file instead. Which way round this is will 

depend on the relative sizes of the input files and profile 

files. If Bivona and Goldblum's dissemination ratio is im-

portent in the effectiveness of a service, this has yet to 

be investigated, then e small, narrow subject service 

tailored to users needs would be mora affective then a large 

centralised service. The Plasma Physics service's method 

of producing a major word glossary from the profiles is 

likely to be useful in keeping the dissemination ratio at 

s fairly high value. figure 1 is an attempt to indicate the \ 

rela~ive sizes of the custom S.D.I services in this country. 
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3-4 Profile construction end match strategy. 

methods of profile construction and modification. 

There are three basic approaches to profile construction. 

The most appropriate method ~ill depend to some extent on the 

system being used. In the first of these the S.O.I. system 

operators compile profiles from either user intsrvie~ or 

user statement. Other systems employ intermediaries between 

the system end user: persons qualified in the broad discipline 

of the user and practised in the art of profile compilation 

do the constructing in consultation with the user. Liason 

Scientists ware used for this in the Students Chemical 

Information Project (S.C.I,P.) (35). The third method is 

for users to construct their own profiles with the aid of 

search manuals and seminars as do users of U.K.C,I.S. 

The Experimental Information Unit in Oxford E.I.U. (60) 

feel that users should participate as much as· possible in 

profile construction but need educating in this. Some form 

of link is also necessary between the user and the system, 

especially as S.O.I. systems operators become more adept at 

overcoming profile construction difficulties. In the L.S.E. 

the E.I.U, are tasting the effectiveness of different degrees 

of user participation in profile construction end modification 

by giving user groups different amounts of assistance in 

their profile construction and maintenance. The ease ~ith 

which users can construct their own profiles will depend to 

e large extant on the complexities of the system. Users 

will be more able to construct their own profiles for 

natural language systems as then the profiles will be based 

on their o~n subconcious knowledge of the terminology used 
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in their field. Thesaurus based systems w1ll not be so 

easily dealt with in this way as the whole structure of 

the thesaurus must be understood by the profile constructor. 

It is not surprising that systems such as ffiedlers, lnspec 

and E.S.R.O./E.L.D.O. place the responsibility for prof1le 

construction on the system operators. Thls will also be the 

case in many'in housa'systems where the systems operators 

understand their users interests. However, it is interesting 

to note that the Culham system operators have found that 

profiles constructed by systems staff from external user 

statements have performed no worse than thase constructed 

from first hand knowledge and interview for internal users. 

Almost more important than initial profile construction 

is profile modification, as this is bound to be necessary 

in the early stages of a new profile and as users interests 

change. User attitudes to S.D.I. have been found to suffer 

because thelr interests have changed somewhat and they have 

been helpless to modify their profiles, or because profile 

changes have been slow, It is quite useless for an S.D.!. 

user to be receiving output from a profile which describes 

interests which are no longer held, Profile modificat1on 

must be easily done end immediate. Systems which rely on 

user feedback in the form of relevance assessments will 

often have too slow an effect. The user must know how the 

system works and be ebla to indicate to the oparators where 

changes need to be made in his profile. The system which 

requires users to give a relevance rating to aach item ha 

is notified of, will irritate the user in time as his profile 

appears not to be giving the desired results. The Inspec 
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S,D.I. investigation shows up particularly badly hare. Users 

do not appear to understand at all how the system works. 

They do not appear to have received copies of their profiles 

or modifications and the only way they have of initiating 

modifications is by sending back their relevance ratings 

faithfully with often unfavourable results. The Ames 

laboratory system uses automatic profile modification as 

does the IBM sytem to soma extant. In the Amas system 

'significance'values are attached to profile terms, these 

being a measure of the probability of matching. User response 

cards are processed by the computer and profile modification 

is automatically carried out. Users are penalised for not 

returning their response cards by temporary cuts in their 

s.o.r. service. The ram system uses a'user pattern' system. 

The patterns are built up from response cards and old patterns 

are slowly phased out making profiles follow the users 

interests fairly well. 

At the experimental stage, systems operators are keen to 

get their profiles perfected and will be inclined to employ 

user feedback to improve their system. When the system 

becomes operational or runs on a commercial basis then the 

onus is on the user to get value for money and it is up to 

him to be aware of how useful his references are to him and 

to modify his profile accordingly, By this time the user s 

should have a good knowledge of the system and be able to 

make the most of it. In the S.C.I.P. the Lieson Scientists 

became fairly proficient at dealing with profile construction 

end, the users gradually began to understand the system. In 

the final questionnaire 89% felt themselves capable of 
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constructing their own new profiles and 69% felt capable 

of instructing other research workers in profile construction. 

However, what of the user who is not one of the early users? 

Information scientists and librarians should be trained in 

the techniques of profile construc~ion so that they can 

instruct users and aid them in their initial profile 

construction and early modifications. ~part from the Liaaon 

Scientists of the S.C.I,P., the E.I.U. in Oxford ora using 

six mora local liason scientists of whom three are subject 

specialists and three library or information personnel. Also 

O.S.T.I. is sponsoring six •Information Officar• posts in 

University and College libraries at Birmingham, Imperial 

College, Salford, Strathclyde, Sussex and Cardiff. Their 

duties include "the promotion of the effective use of 

information services both traditional and machsniaad {p~rt

icularly by lisson with specific subject basad mechanised 

services),• ( advert in Nature 26th. July 1969 xxx) It is 

to be hoped that these will not restrict their services to 

University members but will provide advice to all possible 

S.D,l. users in their regions. Dannatt (32) thought that 

University librarians should have been used instead of 

Lieson Scientists in the S.C.I,P. It is to be hoped that 

in the future Information scientists on University library 

staff will be available to fulfil! this type of function • 

At present University library staff have no time for such 

duties , perhaps Q,S.T,I. will sponsor more posts. 

As S,D,I. services expand, it will be necessary for users 

to be responsible for their own profiles. Information officers 

should be able to provide the liason function to soma extent, 

and aids to profile compilation will have to be developed. 
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These should take the form of search manuals, KLIC type 

indexes and ideas thesauri. Swanson(87) in a controlled 

study of 50 question searches on a collection of 100 

documents in the field of nuclear physics, found the 

overall average relevance of retrieved documents to rise 

from 66% to 86% when an idees thesaurus was used to compile 

search questions. Tho L.S.E. is working on these profile 

construction aids. 

Profilo form ond match criterion. 

Tho pros. and cons. of indexing with or without a 

thesaurus were discussed in an earlier soct~on of this 

chapter. In this section the possible ~ethods of linking 

search terms to farm profiles compatible with these input 

forms will be considered. Profiles are usually divided up 

into subprofiles or questions which cover different aspects 

of tho user~ i~terests. Questions consist of parameters 

taken singley or linked together in various woys. The 

parameters consist of lists of related descriptars, authors 

names, journal titles, citations or whatever search tar~ 

types the system allows. Ideally,the different parts or the 

input are tagged and search term types used in the profile 

are labelled with their term type so that they are easily 

matched against the correct part of the input item. 

Connor (26) in her survey of u.s.A. S.D.I. systems 

found weighting to be the most popular match method where 

a threshold weight is assigned as the criterion for a match. 

This would not appear to bo tha case in the U.K., at present, 

where the AND, OR and AND NOT of Boolean logic is usod in 

most systems and weighting tends to be used to refine a 

Boolean linked profile. Brandhorst(17) describes how 
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weighting and Boolean logic are to soma extent interchangeable. 

However, both methods have inadequacies. It is not possible 

to express either of the logic relationships (A.B)+(C.D) or 

(A+B),(C+D) by weighting. On the other hand it is not possible 

to exclude itom3 containing tar~ X by usin~ not logic without 

excluding those which contain term X togetherw~th term Y 

when all items cont3ining term Y ara wanted, unless an 

overrldding MUST logic is used. Both NOT and musT will oring 

in a lot of unwonted material. According to Bivona and 

Goldblum (12) systems using MUST/~OT/mAY logic are ultra

sensitive to the balance between recall and rolavenco. A high 

degree of relevance may be obtained with a high loss of recal 

in such systems. They also state that the use of Boolean logic 

allows a high degree of relevance with good control over 

recall and that weighting yields a high recall with l~ttlc 

sacrifice to relevance. A controlled test on Ooolean logic 

versus ~sighting versus nunber of terms matching versus 

percentage or terns natching was dono by Sprague (85) and 

is described by East (37).in his survey of S.D.I. Sprague 

took •miss'(relevantdocuments not selected) and 'Trash' 

(irrelevant docu~onts selected) as his criterion for eval

uating these matching methods.and users chose their desired 

ratio or miss and Trash. It was found that weighted term 

logic performed beet and the relative performance of Boolean 

logic decreased as the importance of recall increased. 

Weig~ts have a further advantage. Different threshold 

weights can be attached to different document types and 

when large outputs appear the highest weight matches can be 

selected for printout. 

The rem system uses Boolean logic and also some NOT and 
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CU~T logic. The medlars system uses a series of subsearches 

in its profiles aimed at different depths of search for the 

same concept. This facility would seam useful in the early 

staQRS for refining a profile. The Culham construction of 

profile in matrix form is quite unique and requires soma 

thou~ht in co~pilation. The system operators feel that the 

complexity of the profile is necessary in providing the 

tighter control necessary for natural language searching on 

title only. This Matrix method was built up rather by 

accident than from deep thought on information retrieval 

theory but 1t seems to work successfully in this narrow 

subject field. The main criticism of this complex profile 

forM is that it is rather awkward to change, hence profile 

modifications ere not actively encouraged. 

S.T.L. profiles are formed by dividing search terms into 

three hierarchical groups •. This provides a speedy matching 

method but as these are rather uncontrolled collections of 

terms they would be expected to bring in rather a lot of 

noise. E.S.R.O./(.L.D.O. s.o.s. use grouping es an altarn-

ative to pure Boolean logic links. This procedure is used 

for relatively simple logical relationships where the 

parameters consist of long lists of related search terms 

usually from the same set or generic group. By grouping 

some econom1es can be made in computer matching time. This 

is really a form of weight simulation of Boolean logic. 

Boolean logic links between search terms with the use of 

weighting for difficult profiles would seam to be the best 

nethod, oossibly with MUST logic used to brin~in works by 

~amed authors and NOT logic to exclude items from journals 

which are regularly scanned. Instead of MUST and NOT logic 
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weighting con be used 1n the fonm of vary large positive or 

negative weights ~pplied to such terms. On-line profile 
t manipulation should be available eo that estimates of o~ut 

size can be considered before valuable printout time is 

wasted and profiles made more or lass specific as necessary. 

This facility would also make profile ~edification easier 

and More immediate. 

3-5 Output. 

Output frequency an~ uptodateness. 

To be a current awareness service the frequency of an 

S.D.I. service must be greater than Monthly. Ideally it 

should be wee~ly, but it rather depends on how important a 

part the S.D.I. service plays in the users' current a~ereness 

systems. If the user relies entirely on the service, apart 

from sca~ning a few key pr1mary journals, t~en a wsekly 

service may bs needed especially if the research project of 

the proftle is vary much influenced by other ~ork in the 

field. A fortnightly service is probably sufficient and 

if the service is three or four weeks post primary source 

publication anyway, another week makes little difference. 

This is presumably the attiLude of medlars monthly service 

in providing six months out of date informa~lon. The 

amount of output will also ihfluence the desirabllity of a 

certain frequency of service. Too large an output at one 

timB is likely to be daunting, ~hereas two or three refer-

onces received each week when a relevant one only appears 

every few weeks is rather a waste of postage and envelopes. 

Another lnfluence will be the availability of documents. 

If documents are to hand there is some polnt in keeping well 

uptodate with a frequent service whereas if a wait, running 
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in~~ months, is likely than a weakly service has no worth. 

most U.K. systems provide a fortnightly service with 

weekly services for soma 'in house' systems where the 

documents are readily available. With more out or date 

services such ss s.o.c. or medlars a less frequent service 

is provided. 

Output form. 

It seamed apparent at the start or this dissertation 

that the best ~4tput form was filing cards but users who 

were interviewed showed little interest in the output form 

they were receiving and little enthusiasm for card output. 

This may well haae been a reflection of the user's poor 

information organisation end that they keot no personal 

card file. The S.C.I.P. questionnaire revealed criticism 

of the paper ou~ut received and requests for cards f~om 
~ 

some users. Some or the users interviewed for this dies-

ertaticn and described in Appendix II, felt card output to 

be desir!ble. Others got round this by doing scissor and 

paste jobs, while acme cut up their computer printouts and 

used them es temporary intermediate records,while tracing the 

actual documantc end later transfered the details to cards 

when the relevance or the actual document had been assessed. 

In the case of normal ell upper case printout of the computer 

users, when accustomed,found it easy and quick to scan and 

it would see~ to be prcfor3ble for users with high output 

and relatively low precision when cards pr~vido a costly 

content fer the wastepaper basket. Cards are slightly more 

costly to provide but do not constitute eny great problem 

for software or hardware. Both forms should be available 

to users as alternatives. If computer printout is used it 
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sho~ld be in double column format to provide compactness 

for ease of scanning. 

Output informat~on. 

Output should include author, title and full bibliograp

hic reference which should include full pagination and date 

of public3tion. The language of the item is also very 

i~p~rtant to the user. The na~e of the organisation with 

~hich the author is a~sociated is very important to the 

user for lnitiating research contacts and as they like to 

sand off to the authors for renrints rather than rely on 

borrotusd copies or purchased photocopies. Res'lick's stu.dy 

(72) indicates that titles are as effective as abstracts 

for relevance jud~e~ents. However, usere like abstracts 

Inspec, usors, who were provided with the keywords of the 

item but apparently not informea whet these ~orde were on 

their output cards, seemed very keen to have abstracts 

provided. Index keywords do net appear to be of much use to 

users. If abstracts are input to the system they should 

be printed out at least for foreign language items so that 

users do not need to search out an abstract in one of the 

published journals. 

Other outputs for the user. 

So~e syste~s provide thelr users with detailed statistics 

of their profile performances. These are particularly 

useful for re~ote users. ~ measure of th~ number of matches 

each profile term heJ over e period provides a useful 

indication to the user of his profile effectiveness. Bivona 

end Goldblu~ (12) called this the selection- participation 

ratio and considered this to be a measure usefuf for eval

uating S.D.I. syste~s. Copies of user profiles should be 
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sent to him srter each modiricetion and at regular inter

vals to make him aware or his prorila and as a check that 

modiricationa are as requested. most services at present 

involve the user to a small extent on_ly as most or them 

are still exparimentsl. By providing the user with such 

statistics he should be enabled to make batter uas or the 

service. 

3-6 Users. 

The maJor~ty of users of ~.u.i. custom services in this 

country are chemists of whom most are in acada;~~c institutions 

This is because information techniques in tt1a chemical 

field are batter then in others and c.s.R.U, was the first 

service to obtain substant~al government support. The 

majority of C.S.R.U.'s users have bean in universities 

because S.C,I,P. enabled findi year postgraduate research 

studsnts on Science rlasearch Council grants to experience 

S.D.I. It is not intended to discuss the S.C.l.P. in detail 

nare but its effact ~n the development of dnd interest in 

S.O,I, in the chemical field has bean conaioeraole and is 

worthy of nota. 

The Students Chemical Information ProJect (35)(64) 

In the 1967/68 academic yaar,5Ju final year ~h. 0. 

students in chemistry and pharm~cy departments, who were 

on S.R.C. grants, ware proviaad witn a free S.D.l. service 

from C.S,R.U, run on the C,T, and CBAC data bases. Six 

liason Scientists, ~ho w&ra postaoctorel chemists and had 

bean given soma crash training in S,O,I, end associated 

information techniques, were used to liese oetween C.S.R,U. 

and the students. Thesa liason Scienti&ts were responsible 

for educating the users, usually by an initial lecture or 

seminar and then helping them to construct their profiles. 
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The Liason Scientists were responsible for dealin~ with 

profile construction,modification and user feedback. 

"The main objectives of this project were educational; 

it was hoped that a large group of academic users 

would gain experience in the use of this type of 

computer-based service, and that they might learn 

more about the existence end use of conventional 

chemical and related information services. Secondary 

objectives were to gain operational expar1ence in 

routine provision of computer-based services on a 

large scale, to investigate the feasibility of 

using specially trained research chemists to act 

as intermediaries between the users and the service 

suppliers, to learn something about the information 

habits of students, and (ultimately) to have users 

with some experience of computer-based services 

working in a large number of Government, academic 

and industrial e••••e=h=leboratories,« 

This project achieved its main objective in that many 

chemists are now quite experienced users of S.D.I, knowing 

what they went out of the service and just how much they can 

expect from it. The secondary objectives also seem to have 

been achieved to a large extent. Interesting results were 

obtained from the attempt to learn about tne 1nformation 

habits of students. end bhese should be useful when consid

ering the whole future of S.O.I. and its place 1n information 

provision. The last objective of 'spreading the word' will 

be a rather more long term project as many research students 

remain in universities as postdoctorsl fellows for a time. 
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The S.C.I.P. questionnaire attempting to discover the 

students future occupations revealed that large numbers will 

be going abroad for this postdoctoral experience so some 

may sample U.S.A. S.o.I. systems' services. 

liaaon Scientist Experiment (60) (61) 

As to the "experience in the routine provision of 

computer-based services on a large scale"snd the feasibility 

of the use of Lieson Scientists, these have been carried 

over to the follow up project where they have provided a 

basis of experience. The follow up project is the Liason 

Scientist Experiment(L.S.E.). O.S.T.I. have given s grant 

to the specially formed Experimental information Unit (E.I.U.) 

in Oxford for it. The objectives of the experiment are :-

"(i) To provide university research workers with pract

ical experience in the use of computer-based and other 

S.D.I. services; 

(ii) to investigate more effective methods of user 

education; 

(iii) to evaluate the comparative performance of 

selected operational currant awareness services; 

(iv) to devalopesxperimental services in selected 

subject area in response to user demand; 

(v) to define procedures for searching natural language 

data bases and to develop profile construction aids 

(e.g. a thesaurus)." 

This has meant that approximately 5,000 research workers 

in chemiatry,phermacy,biochemistry,pharmacology,microbiology, 

botany end biology ate. will be receiving S.O.I. services 

from one or mora of C.T. CBAC and POST provided by u.K.C.I.s. 
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Medlars, A.S.C.A., s.o.c, Approximately BOO profiles ere 

being run, many of these ere for groups of research workers, 

The average number of users per profile is 4.2. As a result 

of this, most university chemistry research workers will 

have either first or secondhend knowledge of S.D.I. services. 

Most research workers are just receiving one of these 

services but a selected sample (approximately 70 ) are 

receiving output from C.T., A.S.C.A. and S.D.C, and are 

involved in the Comparative Evaluation Experiment involving 

these services end their own scanning of Chemical Abstracts 

herdcopy. Participants in the evaluation experiment receive 

all three services and are now at the st8ge where the profiles 

have been refined to give comparative notifications, which 

will continue for about six months. Not only will these 

users be providing valuable information for the evaluation 

experiment but will be having an opportunity of forming their 

own opinions of S.D.I. and of the individual services so 

that at the end of the experiment they will be experienced 

in the use of S.D.I. and know exactly what its worth is to 

them personally. 

Users of other systems. 

The Inspac S.D.I. investigation is giving experience of 

S.D.I. to research workers in all environments in the field 

of electronics. However, the user education provided by 

this service seems minimal and users do not seem to be 

learning much about the practicalities of S.D.I. They play 

no part in the construction of profiles apart from supplying 

statements of their interests and relevant references and 

providing relevance rating feedback. Thus they are not 
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really in a position to judge the true usefulness to them

selves of thB service or S.C.I. in general. 

The Culham laboratoey prov1dee a service somewhat similar 

to that provided by a Specialised Information Centre and 

its users are a rather select section of the scientific com

munity, half of which are work2rs at Culham itself. The 

external users include many ex-Culham workers. User conv

enience would seem to be the only advantage in the S.D.I. 

service over the bulletin eman~ting from the same data base. 

Paying users of A.S.C.A. era not very abundant as the 

service is quite axpana1va and this rather cuts out the 

academic research worker. Several chemical industrial 

organisations subscr1be to A.S.C.A. ss does the National 

Physical Lsooratorf runn1ng t~enty four profiles at present. 

A few engineering an electronics industrial organisations 

are also running A.S.C.A. profiles. One year free trials 

have been made available to a fa~ research workers at 

different times. 

Personal p~ofiles versus prefect profiles. 

Hoshovsky and Down1a in their survey of operational 

and experimental S.D.I. eystems(51) posed the question as to 

whether profiles should be designed to describe users 

interests or projects. Users' interests ere likely to be, 

and should be diverse, $ith interests not restricted to 

their 1mmediate research projects. These interests 3re 

likely to be difficult to define in single question profiles 

and the user may well find it difficult to pinpoint his 

interests. If the profile is or the project it will be 

fairly well defined and will bo shared probebly by mora than 

one research worker thus app8eHing to reduce costs. The 
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trend is towards the development of group profiles, possibly 

even linking similar groups togett1er and serving them with 

narrow subject current awareness bulletins compiled from 

broad S.O,I. profile outputs. In this way the user will 

have to supplement the S,D,I, service by journal scanning 

to satisfy his peripheral interests and add the 'ideas' 

part wh~ch cannot be effectively provided by an S,D,I. 

service anyway. It would seem that project profiles provide 

the most effective use of S.D.I. end the one most likely to 

be supported by financers. 

Who S,D,I. users should bo end whet the~ cen expect is 

discussed further in Chapter 4. 

3~7 Statistics and methods of evaluation, 

The ma1n stdtistics collected for dn inforr1ation system 

tend to be relevdnce end recall ratios, despite the weaning

lessness or such measur~s shown by ths Cranfield tests. 

These theoretical measures divide the total collection 

of documents ~n tile system into four groups:-

a) documents retrieved which are relevant. 

b) documents retrieved which are .n..ei relevant. 

c) document3.n..ei retrieved which ere relevant. 

d) documents .!J.Q.i;. retrieved n•hich are .!J..Qi relevant, 

then the recall ratio is a/(e+c) • 

end therelevence ratio is a/(e+b). 

Neither of these measures have ~uch ~eeniny ohon describing 

an S.D,I. system especially as the definition of rolovence 

is non standard. 

To measure recall for a search question the number of 

items in the systeM relevant to the search queotion must be 

known es well as the relevant itens retrieved in the search. 
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The only way to do this for S.D.I. is to get the user to 

scannthe whole content of the system. This is just about 

possible for systems with hardcopy versions of the data base 

such as C.T. or CBAC or for systems which also produce a 

bulletin covering the whole data base. However, users can 

hardly be expected to do this scanning thoroughly for long 

and it is likely to be far from full proof, The alternative 

is to got some estimate of recall by asking u~ers to cite 

papPrs relevant to their interests which they have heard 

about by other means and have not been retrieved by the 

S.D.I, service. This method only really gives an indication 

of where the S.D.I. retrieval method breaks down. Recall 

tests on systems in the~r early stages are useful for plug

ging the gaps in system performance but are not meaningful 

as a standard measurement for comparisons. 

To measure relevance, users must mark up those items ~n 

their notifications which are relevant. This seems simple 

enough but the definitiom of relevance ~s tr1cky. At present, 

relevance is described by different systems in different ways 
• 

making a relevance ratio quite meaningless as a comparative 

measure. llihen ratings amount to a simple choice between 

relevant and irrelevant, relevance ratios might be thought 

to have some meaning but these judgements based on different 

output details will add another variable if these details 

provided by the output are different to those used in the 

machine matching. This point is dis•cussed in connection 

with the comparative evaluation of current awareness services 

(61). As it is, many systems use relevance rating scales 

of two, three , four, and five choices, making these making 

these measures from different systems incompatible and 
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incomparable. 

Relevance and recall measures are not independent 

quantities. If relevance is increased, recall generally 

decreases. for a fairly good system and user combination 

the recall and precision ratios are linked as shown in 

figure 3 , by the continuous curve. This is a curve of 

operation and by varying the profile specificity almost 

any desired point on this curve can be chosen for the 

operational point. Other systems and user combinations 

and subjects will have different operational curves such 

as the dotted curves in figure 3 • The point of operation 

on the curve will be determined by the user's desires. The 

ideal is to be able to operate at the point desired. Systems 

can be designed so that they operate at different recalls 

and relevanc~s but the ideal point of figure 3 is apparently 
A 

unobtainable and the optimum curve for a given system will 

vary from subject to subject. 

from this it can be seen that citing a particular average 

recall and relevance for a system is rather meaningless 

particularly as it is the users personal choice whether to 

go for everything there is on the subject with possible 

enormous outputs and a lot of 'trash' or for a small highly 

relevant output which will have a poor recall. 

It will be interesting to see how the measures employed 

in the Comparative Evaluation experiment which is part of 

the L.S.E., work. These measures ere basically recall and 

relevance measures though with fairly tight controls. 

measures for individual users for each service will be taken 

at different levels of specificity, detailed analyses of 

recall failures will be made and systems will be compared 
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only by individual users' experiences with each. 

Probably the best measure of a systems success comas 

from the users'response. In the long run this will be the 

basis for judgement as systems go commercial. Like all 

information systems S.D.I. services should be designed for 

the user to give him whst he wants and must be flexible 

enough to satisfy a var1aty of user demands. 

3-8 Costing of S.D.I. 

According to Bivona and Goldblum (12) costs can be 

divided into two types, fixed and va~1able. Fixed costs 

consist of personnel supervision, abstracting and indexing 

personnel, clerical personnel, keypunching and paper tape 

operators, materials and contingencies. Variable costs 

consist of computer processing time, materials, reproduction 

etc. and are related to the number of users of a system. 

This is for a system providing its own input and would be 

slightly different for a system using machine readable data 

base input. However, it means a cheaper service can be 

provided where there are a large number of users. In the 

case of'in house' systems the personnel are probably availab~e 

from the days when a manual S.D.I. system or current aware

ness bulletin was provided. The added costs of a mechanised 

S.D.I. system will be tape subscriptions, software and 

computing time. If the input is from keypunched document 

details, these would have been typed in the old days so 

little added effort will be required to keypunch them instead. 

For tis extra cost more users will be able to receive a 

better service from the same staff. 

Costing of S.D.I, is a relative quantity, for an 'in 

house' system, S.D.I. costs must be related to the costs of 
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previous systems for providing staff with a current aware

ness service both in terms of library personnel time and 

users' reading time. For a custom S.O.I. service from the 

user point of view, the subscription must be offset against 

journal scanning time saved and whether this was spare time 

or not and the impQ~tanca of references supplied which would 

not normally have bean found. From the custom service supplier 

point of view, costs will be related mainly to the output 

size as printout time is the lengthiest and therefore most 

expensive quantity. This may be done either by charging 

directly on output size as U.K.C.I.S. does, or by charging 

higher prices for the use of search terms which occur 

frequently in the data base and are likely to produce high 

output, as A.S.C.A. does. Some charging is also likely to, 

be done on the profile size and form as this will determine 

the search time used which is quite costly. However, fer 

an'in house service which is available to external users 

soma arbitrary cost figure may be fixed which will easily 

cover the added costs of external usage of the system. 

Commercial costs are likely to be fairly high certainly not 

less than £30 per profile which is rather high for an indiv

idual worker though perhaps feasible if one profile will 

serve e group of workers. 

By linking groups of workers with similar interests and 

producing a narrow subject currant awareness bulletin based 

on a fairly broad profile serving several groups of workers, 

costs can be brought down. These bulletins will still 

contain references with a high relevance ratio for workers 

and are reasonably priced. U.K.C.I.S. charge £12 per annum 

for their SCAN publications and L.S.R.O./E.L.D.O. £6 for 
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their Standard Profiles. S,D.C.'s cheapest subject categ

ories are £15 par annum. Both the lnspac S.D,I. investigation 

and the Plasma Physics Current Awareness service will be 

run on a cost recovery basis in 1970 and it will be interesling 

ting to see what charging system these use. 

S,O,I. is expansive but if it is affective enough it 

will be thought worth the coat. Barkla in his assessment 

of S.O.I. services (B) produces some interesting Figures 

for the cheapest methods of getting the maximum number or 

relevant references by a combination or custom S,O,I. service 

profiles and scanning of primary journals. 

3-9 Computing for S,O,I. 

Vary little information was obtained on computer proc

essing and output times for s.o.I. Bivona and Goldblum 

give details of computing times for some U,S.A. systems,in 

their survey. Bloemeke and Treu (14) Found that C,T, searches 

could not be run on a time shar1ng mode as the time used was 

too variable and there were often Faults in the tape records. 

U,K,C.I.S. have the whole day of computer time for their use 

alone when they do their runs and so do not have this proble~. 

In most cases existing hardware will be used by services 

and so far most U.K.systems seem to be using K,O,f, 9 

computers. Programs may be bought from the manufacturers 

or packages obtained with the data base or from other existing 

systeMs. A lot of programing effort is required to writs 

programs From scratch. Appendix IV gives details of some 

software packages available for s.o.I. 
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In this chapter the place of S.D.I. in the information 

network of the U.K. is discussed. The current awareness 

habits of different types of research workers are consid

ered together with the advantages to them of different types 

of S.D.I. service. from these basic considerations concl-

usions ere reached as to the proper development of S.O.I. 

services in this country. finally by consideration of govern

ment policy as indicated by O.S.T.I. and the Dainton report 

the probable development of S.D.I. services is discussed. 

4-1 Whether research workers want or need S.D.I. 

The demands and needs of research workers for information 

are rarely the same thing. It is a great pity that this is 

so. It is to be hoped that in the near future the majority 

of research workers will be sufficiently well educated in 

information techniques to enable each individual to know 

his own special needs, for it is only the individual that 

can know. Projects like S.C.I.P. end Inspec's user analyses 

can find out the general trends in information habits. 

However , individuals still need to approach the problem in 

different ways as their subjects, project environments and 

the information sources available will make their problems 

unique. 
5 

The information exploion is with us and there is likely 
A 

to be worse to come. It is obvious that a research worker 

cannot go it alone and find all his own information and do 

the practical research as well. Before starting a project 

these days a research worker must do a literature search or 

at least make use of some fellow worker's literature collec-

tion or pick a supervisor's brain. rrom there on it is a 

case of keeping up to date. many estimates have been made 
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of the time needed for a research worker to keep abreast 

of current information. Some estimates have even stated 

that it takes more than a week's workimg time to keep up 

with that week's literature. All estimates indicate that the 

worker cannot keep up with the literature adequately and 

research es well, without soma aids. The traditional 

methods are the use of secondary publications in a narrow 

field or at least subject divided so that the user can 

restrict his scanning to the relevant sections. Abstract 

journals do a good job particularly if there is one which 

covers the users particular topic. These will bring to hie 

attention items from many sources with a summarised version 

to cut down hie reading time, They will also bring in 

material which he would not normally come acrose himself. 

However, he will still have to read a lot of unwanted 

material in case it is of interest and bhe material will be 

somewhat out of date as the time lag of an abstracting journal 

is usually at least three months and more for foreign pub

lications. 

The more helpful publications for alerting the scientist 

quickly to new material are the current awareness journals. 

The scanning of these however, will be vary time consuming 

and it will be difficult not to miss things. It will 

probably still be necessary to scan a few core journals. 

A research worker cannot rely on finding everything important 

to him in a few core journals as so much scatter exists. 

Abstract journals end especially current awareness journals 

do not exist in all fields though important primary journals 

often include an abstract section or literature review. So 

our research worker, if he remembers and if he has the time 

that week, will need to spend probably one afternoon a week 
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in the library scanning primary and secondary publications 

and on top of this ha still has to find time for reading 

anything of interest which he finds. 

An S.O.I. service will put before the usea not1fications 

of items in his field with a oretty high ratio ~r relevant 

items. It will take the user but a matter of minutes to 

pick out what is of immediate interest to him instead of 

spending tedious hours poring over indexes and contents pages. 

' This will leave the user more time to read the actual items 

and to browse through journals to satisfy tlis peripheral 

interests, However, S.D.I. will also help users who have a 

poor literature collection available to them and will mean 

that items of known interest can be requested from elsewhere. 

The academic research worker. 

The academic research worker will have to do practically 

all his information work himself as very few· university 

libraries step from the library function into the information 

function. The journals he needs may or may not be available 

in his university or college library. If his department is 

small or of recent origin, or his interests are in a new 

field for that university, or if he is in a technical college 

or polytechnic, the journal provision in his field will 
' 

probably be ~ether sparse. Abstract journal provision in 

a well established university will probably be good, though 

current awareness publications may be few and the library 

may well not be keen to subscribe to b variety of the latter 

as they are of such short term value. Current awareness . 

publications will not be of much use in a remota library. 

In many research fields, publications ss mentioned abov~ 

play little part in keeping research workers abreast of 
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currant developments. If senior staff in the project 

group are well established in the field they ~eat their 

colleagues from other establishments, here end abroad, at 

meetings and conferences and will be wall aware of what is 

going on in their field and will probably be on author's 

mailing lists for reprints. more junior workers may wall 

get their information from above. Many academic research 

workers feel that they can keep fairly well up to date by 

this method alone and tend to scorn information workers and 

S.D.I. as being unnecessary. However, ther7is a place for 

custom S.D.I. for groups where whole sections of departments 

era working on the same broad projects; and the isolated 

research worker, especially atfhe mora junior level, needs 

the help that an S.D.I. service would give. Perhaps the 

Science iesearch Council could finance custom 5,0.1. profiles 

for its sponsored students. 

Research workers in Research Aesoclatlone. 

Research association workers are usually predominantly 

experienced rossarchers au fait with the narrow subject field 

they are in. They will probably be a fairly smell group, 

hence communications between starf will be good. A strong 

information department will be present which is an integral 

part of the organisation and the library will be furnished 

with most of the literature in that narrow field. Thus the 

individual research worker may feel no real need of S.D.I. 

from an external source, though broad profiles to cover the 

whole of the research associations interests may well be relt 

worthwhile by the information department as another source 

of input for their information system. 
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Research workers in Government establishments. 

Government establishments should provide a case somewhat 

similar to research associations where research interests 

era well defined, wall established and fairly long term. 

However, if they era lar~e organisations, as they often are 

there is a tendency for the library to be a rather remota 

organ, rather like the university situation. However these 

days the research workar end information officer roles have 

e tendency to become one and the same as research workers 

get interested in information and move their desks from 

' 

laboratory to library. This is a very good tendency. In 

these large Government establishments departmental libraries 

tend to spring up. These are ofte7spersely equipt, often 

badly staffed, and lure the research worker away from the 

better central library which is often some distance from 

his laboratory. Here is a good case for group custom S.D.I. 

profiles for each project team. This would also suit small 

establishments with inadequate liorarias. However, for a 

large organisation it may be more prof1tabla for the central 

library to produce its own S.O.I. service for staff as is 

beginning to happen in the larger govsrnment establishments. 

Research workers in industry. 

In industry there is a completely different situation. 

The research worker will often have a vary poorly atockad 

library, unless his organisation 1s large and has a large 

research department with associated supporting facilities 

a library and information officers. ln the Former case the 

research worker will have a hard time keeping abreast of 

current devalop~ants and may wall do unnecessary experiments. 
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A custom S.D.I. profile would be useful here though it might 

be found too expensive. When the research department is a 

separate entity a good information officer or llbrabian will 

probably be available. The infoemation officer will be 

faced with the task of keeping the research staff up to 

date often from only a moderate literature collection. He 

will probably be running some sort of current awareness 

bulletin or manual S.D.I. service for tho stuff. Broad 

S.O.I. profiles would provide a back-up to tha l~teratura 

collection for the information staff. In a really large 

organisation with strong research interests, group custom 

s.o.I. profiles T-ay be the answer or a central 'in house• 

produced S.D.I. service may be justified. 

Research workers do need some form of S.D.I. service, 

but whethar this is an 'in house' manual S.O.I. service 

(formal o~ informal), an 'in house' mechanised service, 

or profiles run on a custom S.D.I. serv~ca, is rather 

irrelevant to the research worker. Which form is batit for 

him will depand on the oryan~sationel framework of which ne 

is part and on h~a subject field. 

4-2 The form of S.D.I, service research ~orkers should receive. 

An S.D.I. service may be available but if it only 

providas a small portion of the users' needs it will not 

justify its costs. This partial appropriateness is partic

ularly evident in the custom S.O.I.sorvicos and until bhese 

are mora varied, flexible and aff~ctive, few research 

workers will find a usa for them. 
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An 'in house' service is obviously specifically designed 

to fit its users needs. It is probably not possible for a 

nationally available custom service to be equally appropriate. 

In a close knit organis~tion such as en industrial organis

ation, research association or Government establishment en 

'in house' system would see~ to be best. If the organisation 

is small ~n 'in house' manual S.O.I. system is probably best, 

though if interests ere well defined custom profiles may 

prove better. This 'in house' manual service could be boosted 

by a broad custom S.D.I. profile or one of the quasi S.D.I, 

services such as the SCAN service. for a looseknit organis

ation such as universities and some large government estab

lishments a series of individual or group profiles run on 

a custom 5,0,1, service are likely to be best. 

U.K.C.I.S. now handling the sales of C.A.S, tapes in this 

country and in charge the C.A.S. custom S,O,I. service run 

by the former C.S.R.U,, recommends purchase of the tapes for 

input to'in house' mechanised S.O.I. systems only for 

organisations who would need twenty five or mora profiles 

of the custom service to cover their interests. 

So that 'in house' mechanised systems can be set up 

with ease where applicable, suitable software must be avail

able end perhaps mora tape data bases. So that custom S.O.I 

services can be used where appropriate, these must be more 

numerous, varied and flexible. 

4-3 Developments neaded in custom S.D.I. services. 

Custom S.D,I. services at present are unfortunately few 

end fer between. Interest in S,D,I. in this country is 

rapidly growing. As can ba seen from Appandix I, industrial 
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research departments 'Find a place for it and the trend would 

seem to be towards a growing use. As one academic particip

ant in the evaluation experiment oF the L.S.E, explained, 
.. 

if S.D.I. is n~t vital now, then it will be vary shortly 

as the volume of literature produced incrasGes. 

As indicated in the ~ravious sections of this chapter 

tha custo~ profile form of ~.D,I, sarvica is necessary for 

several types of users but only users in a few su~ject fields 

can gat the r8quirad servi:a. rigura 1 st1o•o ho~ the custom 

S.D.I. services cJver tile field or science and technology. 

Pure chemists can receive a fairly successful and reliable 

service from U.K.C,I.S. on C.T. and spec~alista on the 

organic and biological fringes have POST and CBAC services. 

Chenicsl and biological workers with mora ~cncral and 

diversified lnterasts have A.S.C.A, Howovcr, inoustrial u 

users will havq to supplement these custom S.D.I. services 

with so~e form of p~tent current awareness service unless 

POST-P is applicable to the~. Derwent publications may 

provide the answer here. lliorkera in the pharmacy and mad-

ical fields are not quite so lucky as cenc is not very good 

far pharmacists and medlars is so out of dote that it is 

relesated to a bec~up ~ervice. ror pure biologist& CBAC is 

good in some fields thou~h it see~s more difficult to handle 

than C,T, Biological ~bstrects Previews may Pill tha gap 

between CBAC and the medical field, with food Science end 

TAchnology Abstracts covering the applied biology fiel~, 

assuming that custo~ S,O,!. services become ava~labia basad 

on these. It is to be hoped that a custom sarvica will be 

made available based on Nuclear Science Abstracts as this 

would help to fill the gap between separate services in 
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physicsnand chemistry. The Inspac S.D.I. investigation 

has bean covering electronics and particularly the semi

conductor side. It is to be hoped that the full lnspac 

tapes will become the data base for a custom s.o.I. service 

these tapes will cover the whole range of pnysics, elect

ronics and electrical and control engineering. It is to be 

hoped that the t.S.R.O./t.L.u.o. Ostaoank service will deve

lop wall to provide a commercial component S.D.I. service 

It promises to take the place of ths short l~vad Indata. 

This leaves the whole field of mathamat~cs 1 machan~cal 

engineering, production engineering, metallurgy and civil 

engineering with no custom S.D.I. service. Chemical enginee

ring is fairly well covered by the C.A.S. serv~ces and the 

tnginaaring Index - Plastics tapes, at prasant being axpa

rimantad with in savaral ~uropean countr~as, may lead to a 

custom S.O.l. service. If G.K.N. release their data base 

or even part of it as commercially available tapes, this 

may help in the forgotten engineering fields. t.S.R.O./ 

t.L.D.D. ofcouraa cover a wide variety of subJects. Ths 

situation holds promise for a fairly good coverage of most 

disciplines though a lot of subjects will be left in the 

gaps between. Only with natural language searching methods 

would systems sea• to be flexible enough to cater for the 

likely varied clientele. 

4-4 The organisation of custom S.D.I. services. 

At present the government influence on S.u.l. organisation 

is centrad around U.K.C.I.S. at Nottingham University. This 

is the organisation with all tha know-how on custom S.D.I., 

having established procedures forC.T. and C8AC and than POST 

tepe,.searches, these are being applied to other data bases. 
l<l.StS 3>-"- ~C;<'!D 0'1 wofi, 

r ~ 'l '0 1
', Cbamieal Ahqt.rAr.t.~ r:nnr1~n!l=lAtAQ. 
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Biological Abstracts Previews ana soon food Science end 

Technology Abstracts and assistance is being given to Inspec 

in designi~g s custom service on the full Inepec tapes. It 

rather looks as if the trend is goi~g to be towards deve

loping a centralised services. Perhaps U,K,C.I.S. will 

concentrate on the chemical/biological side and Inspec will 

develop services o~ •the physics/electronics/electrical engi

neering side. It is to be hoped that Engineering Index 

tapes will be included in some custom S.D.I. service. A 

custom S.O.I. aorvice on N.S,A, would bs desirable. This 

~ould probably be bet produced by U.K.A.E.A, medlars should 

be left for what it· was desi~ned for: that is e retrosoective 

search service which it does well. The Plasma Physics 

service is ~f limited value since it has such s narrow subject 

base. It should be regarded mainly as an'in house' service 

providing ror a few external users. External users especially 

in this country will be almost ss well served by the by 

product, the Plasma Physics Bulletin,soon to be commercially 

available. 

By initial sponsorin~ of S.O.I, project~, O.S.T.I. has 

soma control over them and may well be able to develop the 

services into a uniried system in this country. In the U.S.A., 

S.D.l. services ere mainly centred on large organisations 

eibher industria or academic. European countries are only 

just b~ginning to take an interest in S.D.I., as already 

mentioned Inspec and Engineering Index tapes are being expe

rimented w1th in various places. The use of C.T. tapes in 

Denmark is described by Ooman (15). It is interesting to 

nota that even in the U.S.S.R.'s unified inFormation system 

(6B),agriculture, architecture and civ1l engineering, medical 

subjacta,stendards and measurements, and patents all Fall 
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outside the main organismtion VINITI, which provides info

rmation services in science and technology. So perhaps 

en S.D.I. service embracing ell disciplines is not roslly 

the best. Also in the U.S.S.H. information system, there 

is en upward flaw of information from individual laboratories 

end factories in the form of min~ reports which ere 

chanellsd via the Central inoustria1 and riegicnal Infor

mation Sentrea far inclusion in the main abstractin; journals. 

Perhaps we snould consider samethin• on the u,S,S.R. 

linea in the U.K. for adding informat~cn to t~a present 

tape data bases of custom S,D,J, syst~ms. For s good S,O,l, 

service, end s.o.t. has got to,be good to oe of eny use, 

extra material needs to be added to tha aasic machine 

readable data bases before input to custo~ S.D.I, systems. 

As already mentioned mora foreign material, patents end 

reports are needed, This extra matarisl could be fed in 

from Spacial~s~d Information Centres, Research Associotios, 

~nd other spacial subject cantros who attroct information 

on their specific topics of tha lass conventional forms. 

So~e ~athod of incarporaLing world ~ido patent information 

into s.o.r. inputs is naadad ss only than ~ill custom S.D.I. 

be or ~uch use in induotrial anviromonta. G.K.N. h~va a 

patent inout amounting to 60~ of th~ir total input. Perhaps 

the patent office could take soma part in tha ~nput to 

centralised custom s.o.I. services, otherwise agreements 

with Derwent publications might be poss1blo. This would form 

a two-tier input to custom S,D.I. systems. 

The other way of incorporating th1s extra information 

is by a two-tier dissemina.ian system. In this case a 

central agency would disseminate information in fairly 
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broad subject fields to specialised information centres of 

various types including the present S.I.C.s and R.A.e, who 

after keypunching in any additional material would dissemi

nate information selectively to individuals and small groups 

of users, on their narrow profile interests. This could 

work where there were enough special subject centres in a 

unified network. But this we do not have at present so 

perhaps the system considered in the previous paragraph 

is more applicable to the situation in this country. This 

would also overcome the user's difficulty in deciding which 

spacial subject centra is best suited to provide hie·needs. 

Specialised Information Centres seem already to be moving t 

towards the two-tier dissemination system as they use broad 

profiles ad custom S.D.I, services to provide part of the 

input for their own systems. 

The Oainton report (Cmnd 4028 1969 .. ) commebts related to 

S,D.I. and associated services seem to be restricted to 

paragraphs 413-415 and recommendations 63-66. A National 

Bibliographic service (N,B.S.) is recommended which would 

coordinate the country's bibliographic effort and take over 

the work of o.s.T.I. in this field. The N.a.s. would set 

standards for machine readable information systems. However, 

decentralisati'on is recommended in appreciation of the need 

for subject specialists in this type of work. Thus it 

would seem that the implementation of these recommendations 

would lead to the setting up of more S,I.C.s using the 

two-tier dissemination method described above. The hops 

expressed by the report was for the creation of a "netwo~k 

of compact computerised services all directly accessible 

from user's terminals throughout the country." 
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This would seem to be an ideal situation but is unlikely 

to be the situation in the immediate future • Remote 

terminal document display is also a fair way off, in the 

meantime a first rata document supply service is required 

as a backup for the S.D,I. systems developing, At present 

the N.L.L. provides a setisfectoy service for the type of 

material notified by custom S.D.I. services. If mora 

obscura material references ere notified to S.D.I. users as 

it is to be hoped they will, than some additional document 

supply facilities will be necessary. If S.I.C.s are to add 

additional specialised material to the standard data base 

they will have copies themselves and should be prepared 

to provide a photocopy service to users for this specialised 

material or deposit copies at the N.L.L. for them to provide 

the service. 

This is an exciting time for s.o.r. and a crucial one 

as wall, for if organised properly at thee early stags, 

this country could provide itself with a wall coordinated 

information network. This could consist of a national 

network of specialised information centres covering the 

whole of science and technology fed by machine readable 

input from the computer produced publications of scientific 

and technical articles and by reports end patents and other 

items from originating bodies and the patent office. This 

input could come not only from this country but enter the 

system by exchange agreements, from other countries. This 

collection of documents and references would be dissemina

ted in various ways, in small amounts to individuals via 

custom S.D.I. profiles, to groups in broader profiles or 

in SCAN type bulletins. This mass of data could also be 
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available in large portios to organisations to form the 

bases of their own internal 5.0.1, systems. These files 

of information would be collected and merged to provide 

bases for retrospective retrieval, figure 4 attempts to 

represent this national information network. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOmmENDATIONS 

The outstanding feature of S.D.I. is that it is 
~ 

expensive. Added to~is the fact that S.O.I. service 

performance is often not nearly ss good ss it ought to be. 

The result is that user reactions are often not very 

favourable. 

It is thought that some form of S.D.I. is necessary 

in many of the situations discussed in Chapter 4 and that 

it is desirable in many mora. S.D.I. is going to have to 

come and the sooner the better. The problem is how ere 

users going to be able to find the subscription and how 

can costs be reduced. On the first count users and 

ultimately administrators, who hold the purse strings, 

must be made aware of the true value of S.D.I. many research 

workers are already experiencing such services and in time 

'the word' good or bad will be spread. S,O.I. costs will 

be less when the right type of S.O.I. service is used in 

the right situation,again education and experience is needed, 

this time of information officers and librarians. Also 

computer costs should decrease and procedures will be 

developed which will cut down on computer time. Thus with 

larger numbers of users of each service the cost for indivi-

dual users should be less in the future. 

The following conclusions were reached on S.D.I. 

service operation. As the setting up of an S.D.I. service 

needs to be dons with a great deal or careful planning 

it is thought that grant aid to new custom s.o.I. services 

is essential while they are experimental and is the best 
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way to gat them established. It is also thought that 

soma grant aid , probably on a smaller scala should be 

given to 'in house' S.D.I. systems which are willing to 

make their internally produced data bases or parts of them, 

generally available. This would help to improve the variety 

of the data bases available. Custom S,O.I. services should 

cover more non-periodical and foreign material and their 

coverage must be well defined. Ideally tape data base 

formats should be standardised to make multidata base 

services feasible and allow for greater esse of addition 

of supplementary material. Software will probably have 

to be designed to overcome this non-standardisation. 

It is thought that only with natural language searching 

methods such as those employed by U,K.C.I,S. and others, 

can a custom S.D.I. service hope to be as flexible as is 

necessary. However, not enough work has bean done on 

thesaurus basad systems to prove this fully. Ultimately, 

the user is thought to be the best parson to compile his 

profile and initiate the necessary modifications. To make 

this method really work wall mora profile construction aids 

are needed in the form of construction manuals, and ideas 

thesauri and advice must be readily available to the user 

from systems liason officers or local information officers. 

These aids are gradually appear1ng and information workers 

are becoming more informed on S.D.I. techniques and more 

able to provide the advice requ1red. Profiles seem to be 

able to express users interests most accurately when they 

consist of natural language words, word fragments and 

phrases linked by Boolean logic and weighting, with author 

and organisation names and journal titles as possible 
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additions. To gat profiles spot on, which is very important, 

requires modifications in the early stages and then occasion

al further changes to adjust the profilesto users ever 

changing interests. This is most easily done where on-line 

facilities are available and these are therefore highly a 

desirable part of a S.D.I. system's hardware. 

An s.o.I. system is first and foremost a currant 

awareness service, therefore it must be up to date end 

frequent. The form of the output should be flexible so that 

users can receive the form which suits their needs best. 

As much detail as possible should be given in the item 

notification to help in the tracing of documents. However, 

it is thought that abstracts ere only necessary for foreign 

language material or particularly obscure material where 

more indication of content is likely to be worth while~ 

before much time and effort is expended on obtaining the 

complete item. The measure of a 5.0,1. system's success 

would seem to come from the user reactions which judge the 

ability of a system to be flexible enough to satisfy a 

variety of user's needs. 

S.D.l. services are virtually useless without a good 

document supply to back them up. This document supply is 

dependent on the availability of documents nationally and 

internationally and the availability to the individual user 

of a library service which will obtain these documents for 

him. Unless the user can obtain most, if not all, the 

relevant documents brought to his attention by the S.D.l, 

service, in a relatively short space of time, then the S.D.l. 

service is wasted on him. 

Assuming this document supply to be available to the 

user, than his need for S.O.I. and for the different types 
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of S.D.I. service will depend on his work, subject field 

and approach and his environment. Custom S.D.I. services 

are considered to be particularly worth while for individ

uals in large loose-knit organisations or small isolated 

ones and for newcomers to a field such as Ph.O. students. 

It is thought that S.R.C. grant aided students should 

receive a portion of their grant to pay for a custom S.D.I. 

profile. 
I I 

In many ways,in house S.D.I. services, mechanised 

or manual depending on the circumstances, are thought 

likely to serve the users needs more successfully than 

custom services, though probably at s greater 'real' cost. 

Broad profiles on custom S.D.I. services are thought to be 

the answer for boosting small 'in house' systems while 

tape data bases form the core of the input for the larger 

'in house' systems. 

Until the whole library and information field in this 

country and throughout the world is mora co-ordinated 

efficient and effective, S.D.I. services will not be comp

rehensive and hence cannot really fulfil! their function 

completely: that of providing users with notification of 

everything that is relevant to their interests, that they 

ought to know about. An S.O.I. service that falls far 

short of this ideal will not be a great deal of use and 

will justify its costa to few users. 

Thus a S.D.I. service is thought to be necessary to 

many people in this country but as available at present it 

is only really worthwhile to a few and is rather a luxury 

to most. Unless custom S.D.I. services improve in their 

flexibility and comprehensiveness within a field then they 

will remain a luxury to the few who can afford them and 
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the few who get them free. Before a great deal of effort 

end money is expended on S,D,I, services, the basic 

document supply methods in this country should be 

improved. 
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APPENDIX I 

Current Awareness PrJvision f~r Research U. rkero. 

An attempt uas made tc get an uverall picture of h·;w 

research w>rkers are kept abreast uf current ~nformat~on 

in tho~r f1eld and in part~cular now many ~anual S.D.I. 

systems are ~n existence 1n research establ~shments, ~hat 

use 1s being made uf ava1lable S.D.I. systems and tJ dls

c-ver any mechanised systems that had n,t been fuund by 

other meth~ds. 

a) forty-e1g~t research departments of industrial 

organ1sations were sent the questionnaire sh.,~n at the end 

of this appendix. 

b) Thirteen of the larger Research Assac1ations were 

csntacted in an atte~pt to discuver their information 

methuds b'th for 1nternal and external members and thelr 

use of custom S.D.I. services. 

c) The main Specialised Infor~ation Centres were exam1ned 

for the1r output methods and for their experiences of 

custom S.D.I. profiles for pruv1d1ng 1nput. 

a) Industr1al Organ1sations. 

The forty-e1ght industr1al research departments were 

selected from 'lndustr1al Research 1n Britain' (6th ed. 

1968 Harrap Research Publications) on the bas~s of the 

number of qualified personnel employed. Research depart

ments of more than one hundred such personnel were included 

together with others wh1ch it was thought ought to be 

infarnation conscious,such as chemical organisations and 
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some which from library/informatlon department JOb advert-

isements appeared to have an interest in S.D.I. These 

la~er two c~tegories were used in order to discover use of 

S.O.I. services and to discover any unknown 'in house' 

S.D.I. systems. 

48 questionnaires were sent out. 41 replies were 

received of which 38 questionnaires were fully answered. 

from these it was discovered that G.K.N. were running 

a mechanised S.O.I. system and this was followed up. Also 

3 other research departments claimed to be planning mech-

anised systems. 

15 library/information units were running 'in house' 

manual S.O.I. services for staff by scanning 1ncoming 

documents. 11 of these were for more than just a few users. 

Another 2 were about to start running manual S.D.I. systems. 

3 departments subscribe to Derwant publications and 

selectively distribute the abstracts. 

33 library/information units circulate journals to 

staff. 

36 library/information units produce a bulletin of 

soma kind. All but 5 of these include individual journal 

articles, many were subject divided. 

10 research departments were running profiles on one 
ed 

or other of the services survey~in Chapter 2-1. This 

amounted to a total of 67 profiles being run. 

Thus 27 out of 38 research departments had some form 

of S.D.I. system running or will shortly have and in 

addition to this S.T.L. had one previously. 
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b) Research Associations. 

10 research associations supplied details of their 

information systems. 

Input:- 2 were or were about to run profiles on A.S.C.A, 

(British Ceramic and British Welding) 

3 claimed to be running a manual S,O.I. system for 

their research workers. Many of the others ware too small 

to be running a formal system.(British Ceramic, British 

Iron and Steal, British food manufacturing Industries) 

5 provided some sort of currant awareness service 

from the library. These included bulletins of abstracts, 

xeroxed contents pages, current literature reviews, library 

accessions lists. 

Output:- All obviously disseminated reports to members. 

So~a produced mora general abstract bulletins and currant 

literature reviews and news bulletins. 

3 had soma form of selective distribut~on to members. 

The Rubber and Plastics R.A. (RAPRA) has a fairly sophis

ticated current awareness system. 

4 claimed to run a document supply service. 

The R.A.'~ from whom information was received wara:

British Ceramic; British Coal Utilisation; British Coke; 

Cotton, Silk and man-made fibres; British Iron and Steal; 

~ool Industry; Rubber and Plastics; British Scientific 

Instruments; British Welding; British food manufacturing 

Industries. 
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c) Specialised Information Centres. (SIC) 

Biodeterioration Centre, University of Ast~n. 

Biomedical lnfarmat~on Project, University of Sheff~eld. 

Information Centre on High temperature processes, 

University of Leed~. 

~ass Spectronetry Data Centre, AWRE Aldermastan. 

The ~iodeterioration Centre, University of Aston. (38) 

Director - H.O.W. Egg1ns. 

This is one of the early S.I.C., starting 1n 1965 and 1s 

fairly well established though its staff 1s st1ll small. 

It now covers a broader subject field than 1t did in the 

beg1nning. Output fro~ the centre cons1sts of a var1ety 

of publ1cations. The centre provides a collecting and 

storage unit for literature in its field. Input to the 

s~stem c~mes mainly fro~ a network of co-operating speclal

ists scattered throughout the gorld. The Centre experimented 

with CT and Medlars S.D.I. profi"les as input to the system 

but found them to be of little use. ASCA was also used 

but a sufficiently broad profile was too costly and so the 

service is no longer received. 

Biomedical Information Project, University of Sheffield. 

(B), (9), (10). Director - K. Barkla. 

The Biomedical Information aroject is concerned Wlth 

collecting material for its monthly bulletin. This is done 

by scanning of care journals, scanning of Index Medicus 

and running S.D.I. prof1les on CT, CBAC, ASCA and medlars. 

A lot of work has been done in conjunction with the 
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Postgraduate Library School at the University of Sheffield 

on profile compilation and the relative effectiveness of 

the different input sources. The centre is also now 

co-operating with UKCIS and is running a profile on Biolog

ical Abstracts Preview Tapes. The S.D.I. profiles on CT, 

CBAC and ASCA were each found to add 5-10% to the collect

ion of references. 

Infor~ation Centre on High temperature processes, 

University of Leads. Project Leader:- Dr.L.Barker. 

The High temperature infor~ation bulletin is produced 

by the centra six times a year. Input for this is obtained 

from Plasma Physics bulletin and french & U,S.A. publications 

in the field. Current contents (Physical Sciences) is 

scanned together with u.s.~. and British R,& D.report 

publicationsJas well as a number of core journals. 

Mass Spectro~etry Data Centra (52~ A~RE Aldarmaston. 

This Centra was set up at the end of 1965 and its 

output is via a monthly bulletin, price nine guineasp.~. 

Input to the system is obtained from various sources in

cluding the scanning of 180 journals and S.D.I. profiles 

run on the AWRE service that is on ~t and NSA.data bases, 

A.S.CI\ and the C,P..C. experiment of UKCIS. 

References. 

Department of Education and Science O.S.U. five 

Specialised Information Centres. Report by Aslib. OSTI 

report no. 5050. Oct. 1969. 
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APPENDIX 11 

User Survey. 

Case stud1es of Custom S.D.l. users. 

Var1ous users of the different S.D.l. services surveyed, 

were 1nterviewed concerning their exper1ences with S.D.l. 

An attempt was made to 1nterview a few users of each service. 

These users tended to be 1n academic research, unfortunately, 

as these were easier to contact and d1scuver 1n the f1rst 

place. However, some industr1al users were disc~vered. 

The interviews were on the whole guided by the follow

ing questionna1re -

Name and posit1on. 

Organisation & department. 

Research Topic, 

Serv1ce received. 

Paying or part of Oxford Experimental Information 

Unit project. 

Length of time service has been received. 

Profile form. 

Profile Compilation method. 

Current awareness habits prev1ous to rece1ving service. 

Changes brought about by service. 

Importance of service to user, 

Relevance and Recall ratings or estimates, 

Output form and comments on it, 

Output deta1ls comments, (preference for abstracts, 

keywords etc.) 

Up to dateness of service (estimates). 
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How valuable service is. If it were not free would 

user want to pay for it and would this be possible 

and how much the service is worth and what price 

could be afforded. 

many of comments made by users have been used as com

ments on the ind~vidual systems in the survey of Chapter 2 

and in the analysis of Chapter 3 and their attitudes form 

a basis for the discussion in Chapter 4. A summary of users 

comments follows. 

AS.CA. so. c. & c.r. 
One academic research chemist who was part of the 

L.S.E. Evaluation experiment was interv~ewed. He had a poor 

opinion of S,QC.,as his notifications wars of little relevance 

to his research interests though the odd unknown paper had 

been picked out by this but missed by the others. He felt 

that C..T. and A,S.C.A. were almost equally good but that A,S,Cfl..' s 

citation facility made it especially attractive. He pointed 

out that S.C). is very out of date when it arrives thus making 

A.S.C.A. evr.i1 r.:.;re valuable. S,D.l. had cut out his scanning of 

C.T. and reduced his primary journal scanning by half to 

20 core journals. Hers was a user who was totally convinced 

that S.D.I. was necessary to nim. 

INSPEC S,D,I, Investigation. 

Two academic research workers in solid state physics 

ware interviewed. A group profile was being run covering 

themselves and their research students. However, both 

were lecturers and had vary diverse personal interests, 
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thus the profile covered a few topics which were common 

to their separate projects. These were mainly concerned 

with the thermal properties of various named semi-conductors. 

The profile did not fit interests sufficiently to provide 

a vital service. The service was rated useful. Current 

Papers in Physics was felt to serve them better. This was 

up to date enough for document supply available to them. 

The s.o.I. service was likely to be useful when the user 

was too busy to do his regular scanning. 

f"our research and development workers in the electr-

onics side of telecommunications displayed a variety of 

opinions on the service they were receiving. Again the 

poor methods of tailoring the profile to the usars needs 

ware apparent. In several cases the users were more on the 

development side and information on pure research in their 

field was of little intereat as development had progressed 

too far for knowledge of other research to altar the course 

of action. One of the workers used none of the traditional 

current awareness type publications and read few journals 

and his profile was obviously not 'on the ball' probably 

because the thesaurus could not describe his applied int

erests specifically enough. Another worker who kept a 

personal card file had received vary few references worth 

placing in it. His interests were not really covered by 

the data base, his scanning of journals and current papers 

publications seemed to him to be more efficient. Another 

worker was very pleased with his notifications he was 

getting about 45% which were of some interest. He was inter

ested in new information on integrated circuits and general 

trends in telephone systems and obviously his interests had 
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been well expressed in his profile. He was pleased with the 

service as it saved him time. He did not think that it was 

a vital service as he was not terribly rushed for time and 

at slack times managed to scan trade publications/he 

received 1fairly adequately. He felt that it would be 

worth his group receiving such a service as several wgrkers 

would be well covered by a single profile. He was not at 

present sharing his S.O.I. output with his eo-workers. The 

fourth worker felt h1s l1nrary snould be spoon-feeding hlm. 

He was again on the development s1de and did not fool the 

need fur current awareness: he thought pre-proJect retro

spective searches were sufficient. These research workers 

received a regular current awareness bulletin from their 

'en site' library contain1ng abstracts and most of them felt 

thls service to be adequate. 

The lnspec serv1ce d1d not seem really suitable for 

these research worKers; this was ~ainly because the data 

base was not suitable for them. The1r 1nterests were either 

not describable by a simple profile of the lnspec form or 

they did not requ1re a current awareness service anyway. 

The1r profiles did not appear to be well constructed in the 

first place, users did not appear to understand the system, 

and the profile modif1cation method obviously did not work 

very well. 

Plasma Phys1cs Current Awareness serv1ce. 

An academic research worker 1n Plasma Physics 1n a 

small Phys1cs department was interviewed. He had previously 

worked at the Culham laboratory and had contacts there. 

His research was more of a spare time occupation 1n term 
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time as so much time was spent in lecturing; hence his 

work was not very much affected by other research elsewhere. 

He got a high relevance in his S.O.I. notifications, perhaps . 
as high as 70%. However, he found difficulty obtaining the 

documents as the library stocked little in his field, being 

such a small group interested in that field. ~ls~ when the 

University library received publications from abroad, these 

were of the order of months after his notifications ana as 

the output was computer print out and he kept no personal 

card file, much of his notifications went to waste. Ha also 

received the Plasma Physics Currant Awareness bulletin free 

and felt this would serve him as well as S.D.I. The Plasma 

Physics service was stated to be better than the appropr~ate 

section of current papers in physics as it included reports. 

mEDLA~S 

An academic pharmacology research worker who was 

receiving this service as part of l~E. was interviewed. He 

had been part of the ~~tP. and received output from CBAC and 

his perfected profile was simply converted to the medlars 

system convention. The CBAC data base was not really suit-

able for his interests and medlars suited better; however 

the service had bean rather unreliable and was so much out 

of date that he found it useful only as a back up service 

to his own current awareness system of scanning primary 

journals and Current Contents life Sciences. About one 

third of his notifications were relevant. His interests 

had fitted in with the thesaurus reasonably well. 

The information section of a drug firm dealing w1th the 

pharmacology of their products were using madlars to provide 
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information for their drug f1les. ffiedlars was being used 

as a back up service to their own journal scann1ng. Ideally 

the user here would have liked to use drug names only, for 

rotr1eval, but many of course were not allowed terms and 

'anti-flammatory agents' of parts of the bwdy had to be used 

instead and inevitably produced a lot of 'Tre~h'. Relevancy 

of about one third was achieved. CBAC was also used for 

this purpose. This provided a lower output but hlgher 

ralovance. 

A group of acade~ic arqono~ics workers were interviewed. 

They were in the process of c~mpiling a prof1le to cover 

their entire interests and were finding this very d1fficult 

both because these were fairly d1~erse and because the 

thesaurus terms CJuld not adequately describe their interacts. 

UKCIS 

Three final year postgraduate students were interviewed 

who were running profiles on ~~ as part of the ~SE. 

One was a physical chemist 1nterested 1n flash photo

lysis. He received a very large output usually mora than 

one hundred items per n~tificetion. This was felt to be 

satisfactory as the orint out took little time to scan and 

was qu1cker than scann1ng CJ~P. and primary journals. The 

serv1co covered more Journals than the ltbrery took and 

helped with Foreign publications. The service was Felt to 

be useful as it left ~ore t1~e for reading the actual 

articles. 

An 1norganic chemist studying the che~istr; of specific 

comp~unds had an average output of around thirty items of 

whlch two or three were important; a fair amount of trash 
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had appeared from the use of the named compounds in the 

medical and agricultural fields. This student relied on 

the service entirely after initially scanning all the major 

primary journals as wall and finding nothing in addition. 

This user felt his topic straightforward enough to be 

covered by just scanning journals. 

The third profile was run for a group of alectrochemiatry 

workers who had bean running it previously as part of SCIP. 

They found 1t useful and took it for granted though still 

scanned major primary JOUrnals. They intended to continua 

receiving it and ware conf1dant they could find financiers 

from industry. 

An industrial organisation interested in coal by

products were subscribers to ~~ and also were part of the 

C.A.C. experiment. A broad profile was being run by the 

information department who disseminated individual items to 

likely staff and used the output as on information source 

for their current awareness bulletin. The C.T. service had 

been run since the early oays of C$.1\U. and was running 

steadily now. The C.A.C. service was producing large outputs 

and was rather unreliable. 

The chemical research workers in a drug firm were running 

four profiles on CBAC for different group interests. They 

had previously used CL but in their field titles were not 

much use. Pure research forms only a small part of their 

interests and patents era their prime interest~as far as 

current awareness is concerned and fur this Derwent pub-

lications are used. S.D.I. took third place in their 
-eel. 

information system with an 'on situ' library produc~ 

current contents bulletin taking second place to patents 
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information. The small coverage of CllAC means that C,A. 

still has to be used. Perhaps C,A.C. will provide the answer 

to the user. 

Users were not found to be particularly impressed by the 

S.D.I. services they received, though many found them 

useful to a greater or lesser extant. Improvements in 

soma services, better user education and mora care in 

profile construction and modification would probably make 

them mora attractive to the user. Users who understood 

the services they were receiving got more from them. 
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APPENDIX Ill 

mach1ne Roadable Data flases. (29) 

Cost. Tape Users. 

Che•ucal Abstracts Serv1ce 

c. T. £717 (excludtl1gcost of Aldermaston, 

actual tape) Shell U.K.C.I.S., 

Denmark. 

core £738 ( .. .. " " .. ) U.K.C.I.S • 

POST J .L708 ( " " " " " ) U.K.C.I.S • 

POST p I.695 ( M .. n " " ) U.K.C.I.S. 

C.A.C. £1,685 (" .. " " " ) U.K.C.I.S. 

(lllinimum software is supplied with trial files of these.) 

Biological Abstracts 

Biological 

Abstracts Previews 

Engineering Index 

Electrical/ 

Electronics 

Plastics 

IN SPEC 

S.O.I. Experiment 

tapes 

~1,600-2,000 

~1,400-1,800 

full Inspec tapes ilihole of Science Abstracts 

(Jan.1970 onwards) £2,500 

U.K.C.I.S. 

European tests. 

Eastman/Kodak 

u.s.A. 

Aldermaston. 

Sci.Abs. without abstracts (provisional 

£1,750 estimates) 



ItJSP£C (cent.) 

Source Tapes 

Source Tapes + 
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Cost. 

Sect1ons of Sci.Abs. with 

nbs. !.1,750 

$6,000-8,000 

c.?26,000 

Tape Users. 

Unilevcr. 

+Citations+patents 

Index Cner.~icus %7,000 L.S.£. with 

U.K.C.I.S. 

r.1EDLA:t5_ IJ.L.L. 

Nuclear Science Abstracts 

H.S.A. (Not generally available. Harwell and 

N.A.S.A. 

S.T.A.l1. 

:r.A.A. 

PANL>C:X 

Aldermaston have them on an exchange basis) 

(Hot generally available, on exchange 

agreement with E3RO/ELDO) 

$u,soa U.S.A. custor.1 

service. 
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APPEf.:DIX IV 

S.O.I. Softworo packages (29) (77) 

a) Co~mercially available oacka~~ 

Chemical Abstracts Service made software packages 

available with their data teoes. Originally these were for 

the IBm 1401 series and were used by Ell Lilly and Oun 

mathieson Companies in the early days of C.T. Now a minimum 

software package is provided with the data base for new 

subscribers for trial runs: this is for the IBm 360 series. 

Aldermaston and Shell used the C.A.S. packages to start 

with but had problems. 

Ames Laboratory devised their own software system 

which is vary sophisticated and includes automatic profile 

upoating. This is flexible and will take I.S.I., C.T. and 

N.S.A. input formats. This is a well tried system but 

probably more complex than required by many users. It is 

written in COBCL and requires a core store of 200K bytes 

with four tape files, one data disc file and four 1,500 

track discs for sorting. This is suitable for the IBm 360 

series. 

1Jationel Research Council of Caned~ prograr1s were 

written for I3m 360 machines and re~uira less than 256K 

bytos core store. The progra~a are fairly simple and were 

originally ~rittan for C.T. tapoa. 9oolean logic, term 

truncation and waiqhtinJ is used. Unilaver and Aldermaston 

are using these progra~s. It is apparently fairly easy to 
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use a c~nvers1on program with ~thor tape data bases to ~aka 

them into the acceptable C.T. fJrmat. 

r.o.m. ITIRC/TEXPAK is the syotem used oy Id~ for their 

in house' S.D.I. system and involves a compl1cated input 

fJrm not 1mmed1ately suitable for ~ach1ne readable data base 

tapes but ~ore for Internally keypunched input. This systo~ 

1s des1gned for the IHm 360 series. 

I.B.m. Document Processing System 

This is part of IOm's G.I.S. (General Information 

System) designed for normal text retrospective searching. 

This 1s very flex1ble as far as input format 1s concerned 

and Incorporates good search loy1c. This is not designed 

for S.D.I. but could probably be modified for such use. 

l.C.S. Ltd. Kidsgrove (6) has a package designed for 

KDF9. This 1s designed for a thesaurus based system and 

allows soma flexibility in input format. Th1s package 1s 

somewhat similar to that used in the INSPEC S.D.I. Invest

Igation. 

b) 'In house' system software 

U.K.c.r.s. Nottingham. Based on C.A.S. programs and 

experienced C.S.R.U. wrote their own programs for the KOf9 

at Nottingham University which has peripherals not in the 

same series. These programs accept the different formats or 

the data bases used. 
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MEDLARS N.L.L. search programs ware specially wr1tten 

for the Newcastle University KDf9 computer. The University 

of Colorado runs its Medlars searches on a Honeywell com

puter. The University of California uses an IBM computer. 

Culham wrote their own program in virtually non-revis

able user code for their KDf9 computer. New programs have 

been written for the £.£. 470. Culham uses internally 

keypunched input. 

GKN wrote their own programs for IBM 360/30 in PLI 

and Assembler languages for a thesaurus controlled internally 

keypunched input. 

Harwell wrote their own programs for IBM 360/65 in 

fORTRAN and Assembler languages for N.S.A. tape input. 
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Current Awareness practises in Industry 

Please answer all the main questions by marking the appropriate box 
and the question parts where the answer to the main question is 'yes', 

Please add extra details where applicable particularly for question 5. 

Name of organisation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
How are your research and development scientists and technologists kept 
abreast of current developments in their subject fields? - __ _ 

1. Are they expected to scan primary journals in the library~ YE~I---+-!oo 
2. Are current journals in their fields circulated to them? l'EJ --+--- ~0 
.3. ·Are they expected to scan abstract/current awareness YESc.. __ I __ Jm 

journals in the library? 

4• Is a current awareness bulletin issued by the library? YE(=_=._[:=_iNO 
(a) Who issues this bulletin? the central library 

the on site library 
,-----1 
;--______ , 

(B) Is it subject divided? 

(c) What does it include? 

YEC: )'0 

individual journal article 
just library accessions 
internal reports 

refs 

,i 
5. Is some form of selective dissemination of information service 

provided? YES!- ·---r--1No 
----·· 

Just gro~p _leaders r- -i 
All quall.f~ed research staff ·-- ___ , 

(b) How many users? ••••••••••••••••••••• 

(a) \o/ho to? 

(c) Is it a manu31 system obtained by library staff scanning 
incoming documents? YES,£--~NO 

I' I 
(d)Is it a mechanised systen? YES' __ 'NO 

(i).Are profiles run on an external SDI service(egA.S.C.A.) 

How many? •••••••••••••••• Wbich services? ••••••••••••••• 

YES 
NO 

. ·----, 
1--- --1 
·-~~--,} 

(ii) Is the SDI service provided by the library/information unit? 
YES--~ L __ , 

NO L--" 

What form of input is used? 

Key punching of document detauls by library/information 

Commercial magnetic tapes(eg C.T.,CBAC,ASCA) 
staff 1--=-i 

L __ l 

.If Selective dissemination od! infomation is taken here to be a rersonal 
listing of document references likely to be of interest to a user,obtained 
by matching user interest profiles with incoming documents. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CO..OPERA.TION 






